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Early in 195& the writer ims eontesol^ting his future
after completlns over three yea- a Coe&t Guar
Officer, The choices were between continuance on active duty in
the Coast canard and study in preparation for a career in
eheoistry and scientific reeearc!., Ithough the years have
proven chat the first choice was the letter, interest in science
has been nelntalned* .hen given the opportunity to prepare this
paper on soraa area of raaa&flaient , it wftg natural to integrate an
interest in science vttth an important phase of m@na&esient-~the
raanagssaent of science Information and the cosxamleatton of the
results of scientific discovery. -rly readings on the aubject
quickly revealed a controversy which has seriously stifled the
isxproveaent of science information at a critical time, the Peat
fetorId War XI period actually tmrkm6 the beginning of the science
information crisis, which Is an outgrowth, of the unprecedented
rise Sn expenditure® for research and darvelop&ent during ft
since the war*
In recent years stops taken to solve the eeesamieation
problem have boon largely evolutionary, trlal»a»d*error t and
generally, unsatisfactory, M* paper is concerned with, devising
Ian to l&psove scientific communication. Specifically, the
question has been asked: Would centralisation result in better
11

raanafts&ent of the Federal 'Vovaaimenit's scientific and technolog*
leal information activities? Xn developing fchlxs central question
several subsidiary quest: lor. -osae c:v it! Is centralisation
possible or feasible at is the Federal OcverjHaent doing today
in assessing end sseetlng the problem? ?.*t are the orsanls'.
tionai* budgetary--the oanase53ent~-aspacts which sau^t be
considered
the writer he a gained raere freus the oration of this
paper* peri-. , •:.' • will any reader, 1!he t&s& of reading and
AMMMttl serial t organising enapters, as-;
finally, writing the paper seems insurrsount&ble at the beginni...
Impossible at various stages* an$ «ssna|§eable only at the very
|M »
.ring all stages of preparation the writer has had the
invaluable assistance of xrissny. 'y sincere thanks go to each of
them, and especially * to the Senate a; ^urs Committee staff
useraiborG, ;iio provided mixy leads and aiflft**B to a great mimber of
publications; the staff® at the Bureau of the budget as..
Pentagon Libraries $ :•.. Karl . '.treasen *m& Jams ..-o%m f
who provided the essential encourageaent and criticism; end my
wife* Elisabeth* who suffered through the many drafts* frustra-
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• * « sciences and the discoveries of science spread
«»d fly aboard at an Instant; the coTOtunication of
knowledge being lllee that of one candle with another,
which lights up at once.
Sis <?rancis feaco** I
tftls thesis Is concerned with cosrranicatlon—»vith
scientific commonleatlon«»*and particularly, how it is managed and
rated in the fade" ' warnment, how it is being improved, and
how it might be improved even more* The subject and the problem
of scientific conrnunlcatlon have been consistent with the growth
of science itself* Just m Sir Francis Bacon was concerned with
the communication of sclentific knowledge in the early Seventeenth
Century, the problems of increasing complexity in an age of
science make it the subject of even greater concern today,
Aa its main §oal this thesis will trace the progress that
has been made in the organization and management of scientific
and teclinicai information by the Federal Government, the trends
which have been developing in the past few years concerning the
improvements which might accrue both to administrators in and out
of the government and to the ultimate user-—the individual
scientist and engineer—will also be studied*
(1609)* Prom: Selgcted jfci&lngg fitJW<9WL*-3SSm CNew York:
The Modern Library, Yv537» i -* 4i3~I9»

2yatajM Approach
At the coot of all scientific inquiry ther* is a process
of critical examination of facts, step-»by~atep discovery,
tentative theory and declsioa-oaHlng, and development of
conclusions based on fact and observation* HI process is
conraonly called the "Scientific Method, w
In the recent past, namgatftent h&« developed a acientif ic
method of it© own. Aa ;aethod is known by a variety of titles,
ono of tftilch is called "Systems Analysis, 1* Within the frassework
of a systatu analysis t the following page© vili develop t :
management of scientific information in the Federal Government,
±h© adralssion of the existence of a problem is but the
first stap in t&e long process of bringing about a change,
Several ways of describing the process sts^ available ft*
illustrations.
Hie Unlvac division of sparry Hand Corporation feftft a
four*step approach to a total aystea concept; problem analysis,
system requirements, design and development, an lemantation
and operation,
Afiannd U Hettl«r» in ^MUm and ^roceduj^s,, treats the
change process as a "System Study" vith the following parts;
1. :ijoct asslgnzaent, with background, suggestions,
md t>roJoct methods i, scope, objectives and
desired results specified by nanageraent.
2. wantsis'. the study*
3. .'iakiag a orellsainary study,
4« Redefining the problem and adjusting ^^ study,
5« Tact gatheris:
6, necording facts,
7* Analysing the fact; .
S, --eveloping the solution.

.©latins the solution to the objectives.
it,
considering effect of solution on policies*
12* i;Valuatinp, the solution Against present methods,
13, txeparing the report,
14, ttting recommendations into effect.
15, follow-up after system is in operation.*
these methods have in corsnon the requirement of ©arly
recognition of the situation vfolch appears In need of improvement.
Each recognise the progressive approach of developing broad
conc( • Bets' solutions first, and then refining these into raore
one? ssore detail.
Initial Considerations
at Is needed at the beginning of the planning stage?
First, an organisation must be formed. 'The President iwou!d
normally appoint a task force composed of a group representing a
spectrum of disciplines, the group has an objective to accomplish
md oust next arrive at a strategy which would develop the courses
of action to be taken.
the task force met hove a mandate, an idea of uhet the
Chief Executive desires, Nomkous studies have bman made by both
the legislative and executive branches and will be referred to in
later chapters,
anmnr*** before turning to the details of proposed
changes In esdlsting systems an understanding of the existing
system is necessary. To be sure, there is no general consensus
for a vast change in scientific and technical information
.—. » . «» . ..u iu i«m»n»i*n ii »»immmiiiiii »ii«ii«.««» qmu i i.»,».-««»i 'Wi » in« mn—>««.i —Jin m i I— ir ,....»».... ,i.»—.*»«» » »1' i»n n «i» .».«»w »»»'»»»'i n u l um ww..
/stems and ficaftsAcif. , ed. victor Laissaro (Englewood
Cliffs, 8,J,» -entice Hell, Inc., 1959), pp. 33-62.

\4
administration In this country* soar a*e displeased with the
present system and others have advocated a mora centralized
method of correctisiK existing; deficiencies. .ver the past five
years considerable change has taken place. Tho Federal Oovemment
has become «*e#e interested in the problem hut has made what many
believe to be stopgap methods of ttfefcri ;om* therefore, the
systems approach being used is an attempt to brins together the
major factors which, havo con*® to the attention of the Federal
(tovernaent a« a first step in bringing about change*
the paper is divided into four main sections. The first
section, Chapter I, develops the information problem aa a function
of the gteat rise is research and development 'during the past two
decades. The forces "Which have caused the information explosion
are examined and placed in the nerocctivc of a system in n&&& of
acme change* Hue viewpoint taken here* &n^d throughout the paper,
is for management to correct a problem which haa not always been
considered a management responsibility, ^ana&ement, for the
purposes of this study, is considered to be administrators in the
Skecutlva Branch of the Federal Government*
Chapter II takes a detailed look at the services tahich
are, or 3liould be, available to a specialised science information
center* The development of controls ond legislation are covered
and several of the major science information activities of the
Federal Government are ounlned for past, present, and future
managerial trends*
Chapter 111. introduces the various measures which have
been proposed to improve the management of information systems*

eti recosnraendation is riven a critical examination. General and
detailed plans of action are presented with reasons in favor and
against eac-.
Finally, in Chapter IV, four jtoortant operational
considerations are studled--the user, personnel t oec!utilisation,
a&£ mfcin "la order to provide a reference* to the systems
Method,
Detailed plans t of course » cannot h% completely developed
in this paper, the future will reouire well-developed and
realistic plans and not the dreasas of an informational Utopia of
push-buttons and instant wisdom, the National Archives Building
bears an inscription taken from Shakespeare *s '-The Tempest
What is Past, is Prologue, If the oast is any indication, the
scientific developments of the future will exceed our imagination
and will desiand that we arrange- our managesMttt of science and




Xa 1963, the late President Kennedy wrote;
One of the saajor opportunities for enhancing the
''eetivenese. of our national scientific technical
effort and the efficiency of Government rasnagefnent of
search and development lies In the iinr*roveiaeftt of
our ability to cosaraunicate information about current
research offor the results of past, offorts,*
The *information problem" is nothing nev. In 1945, r»r.
Vazmevar ?fci«h f wartirw science advisor to President "oosevelt,
wrote*
There Is a growing irsountain of r- -ch. But thoro
is increased evidence that we are being bogged doun
today as specialisation extends. Hie investigator is
staggered, by the findings mid conclusions of thousand©
of other workers—many of -#\lch ha cannot find, time to
grasp, sucti lea® ramesaber, as they ur« Vet
specialization becomes increasingly aMMMMMuey for
progress, ati& the effort to bridge between disciplines
is corresponding!;. -srflcial.^
5 growth of science and technology is, of course, only
part of the larger growth in all branches of knowledge throu&hout
the world, Science has largely left the aftaftec of information to
, u \n^*****mm**m**i*»*****>m i—mwmm iwm—< nnnw»» ^».a-«w>iw»««wiii i»>»i» iii*i»ii»j^.iitwwiii^Mw i -
, ,
The President's Science Advisory Cocnsitteo, Science
Information, A i rt t January 10, 1963, p. " ill.
idlgss ;Iorlao I ashinston: --'\ibllc .-ess,
1946), p, 1^, Originally published under the title ; ay
1hink, ,: in the July I issue of Afcl&nfcift < .qKfcU£y>

the working .scientists; each scientist working in his area of
concern made his personal contacts or kept reasonably Informed by
review of journals and books which were brought to his attention.
Unfortunately, Science and the scientists digest only a fraction
of research efforts? today, ever one-half million scientists now
engage in research and publish the results of their research in, a
variety of magazines, anthologies, re?x>rts and hooks. It has
been reliably estimated that more than fifty per cent of the
scientists* who ever lived are alive today.*
•'id C. Weeks* has pointed out Qb*£ the volurae of
publication is only one "obstacle to thorough research; access is
still another. He suggested that publication can be compared to
the fabled African reptile—the basilisk**whose look, was fatal to
all who looked upon it. The sheer accumulation of published
scientific discovery certainly does not automatically lead to new
discovery. However, enough example- ef buried discoveries and
rejected conclusions exist today because of the inability of
*J. H. Heaid, *& ®n& the Information Revolution,
-ciai_Xibraries. Llv, Ho. I (January 3 . 44, quoting Dr.
Sorter . Adfcihson of the National Science foundation. Dr.
Derek .?. de Sella 'rice, in I4.tt.lft Science . . . B1& Science iV>wr
¥ork: Columbia University .• ress, 1963), p. 11, ut the
figure at the vicinity of .ty* seven per c&Tit m Dr. Crice, an
eminent science historian at Yale University, arrived at this
startling figure by first estimating that the total number of
scientists doubles every fifteen years. Figuring the average
science career at forty-five years he reasons that there *< ?ill
be three doublings before t ssent croo of scientists have
ceased to be activ,-. s#orka out to seven scientists working
at any one time for ©vary eight who ever lived, or eighty-eight
per cent. ds seys nothing about the quality of the scientists,
but the sheer fore© of statistics assures that a certain constant
percentage will he of top quality.
Ifowerton I'-'ashington: spartan aooks, lv63), on, 5-6.

8scientists and engineers to rediscover en established finding
of %h® pest
•
Kesearch • -.raent Expenditut
In an article in the fraft?_ york .fflraes * lavronce Galton
observe the immense co^t of research and fffiltfffljiffdfi*
first ^50 y&ar* as a ration, the Ufcit*4 states—
Ooveoiment and industry cotabined**spent &ome $18 billion
for *\ '. That total ws ©etched in the 5~year period
»
90*35, and attaost matched again in the single fiscal
of 1962,
As late as 1.940, Government ;i« '• . funds siaounted
only to $T3 mi Ilion - accounted for
75 percent of total •'. 4 ~. expenditures of $15 billion,
over million. fiscal ..at
calls for an investssent of almost $3 billion (close
to $15 billion by r?overr.r*r.t alone) * with >? . billion
earmarked for the Department of ?>e£ense, >4.2 billi<.
for t '--tional ?..crox: ! -.iatration,
$1*5 billion for the kSBOmkc iMKI f .Ion, a&4 tiie
rssseinder for other agencies*
2
sreh an..' . lopSN indeed fcWtt slao&t
geometrically in the yoarr. sine*- I thirties-. -e accompanying
tlJjBftHN&lcns t figures I trends in the
Federal Goveoiaapt*i M»t in research and develo;xaant until
flscc: a? 1964 *?hen expenditures re-- bwslt $15 billion,
's*hile the rederal budget has increased by i factor of tan since r
. research m "ovalepr* ;;.r a factor of two
hundred rirsc.r. Is not a n -ntative basa year, the
tables show a five-fold Increase since 1932, a. trr ince
I
*Abbreviations for t- ; .. MM research and doveiopsmant
,
' d# ) lahich are contained in a £ew direct
quotation r, in tA aner are left in their original fom,
2










Figure 2.—Trends in Federal Obligations for Performance of























aSource: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for
Research
, Development, and Other Scientific Activities , Vol. XII,
Surveys of Science Resources Series, NSF 64-11 (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 51.

1953, and a doubling S&JM9 M0«) Table 1 compares these
expenditures with the total budget of the Federal Government
since ttsO,
Figure 2 dcBMmstrates t&M division of the Federal research
toad development dollar between intramural an; 5 extramural
activities,- the growing influence of th* federal Government in
the axtrsmural area is readily apparent* The national Science
Foundation has reported that in recent y«ars almost three*fourths
of all eoiles* end university research and development has been
financed by the Federal -5ovornment« The illustration shows that
the major share of the increase has been in the industrial area*
The aircraft , missile, electronics. and communications Industrios
have literally grown up since the war under the aegis of the
Government. 1Mb of these industries has the requirement to
develop the weapons of the nuclear and computer age, &&ch has
received a larjse share of its research and development budget
from the Federal Government*
This Introduction to research and development serves as a
further introduction to an integral :^art it—Scientific and
Technical Information—which is both its starting point and its
end-product. Research and development and scientific information
\ intradural and extramural activities refer to the
organisation which performs a function or service in Federal
scientific activity* Intradural activities are those performed
by agencies of the federal 'oovmmment. Extramural activities
perform research and development for thei federal Government under
contract or ^rant. They may be either profit or non-profit.
clonal Selene* Foundation, Fedora,! Fun^s for Bf»flfffift»
J2gylftffMPfo ,W<i,,fiyh*r ^^pntil^c Actlyitleji* Vol* XXI, Surveys
of Science Resources Series, 54-1 1 (Washington: U.
.
C-ovemment Printing Offlee, 196&) t p. 52*
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Table 1.—Federal Government Research and Development
Expenditures, Fiscal Years 1940-1 9 54a
(millions of dollars)






















































aSource: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds
for Research, Development., and Other Scientific Activities ,
Vol. XII, Surveys of Science Resources Series, NSF 64-11
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 52.
plant.
^Includes expenditures for research and development
r>

are inexorably tic attier, 63 report concluded that:
M
, , ,
t!w* attitudes Mttd practice.*? ftpmifld in* oration of all those
connected vltSfc research and devolopnrant suat because lndistiaguish*
able from their attitudes and practices toward research and
dtwaiopmeiit itsel *
I
observations represents the overdue
trend jsHHMfq1 ad:,si 53 ion of the eifr— relation viatica and
information, lha Rational -Ion bfta -5.5
itlfis ileal -al
.
silent and a siajor >£ ret
deryel .t # As science $nd technology have expanded, so
have the vol'- earanicjdLty of the interchange of
scientific i. . . • The increased rata of
jientlfic rerio-e accompanied by their amplication
t^irough technology has also created an 8 fcf of urgency
in disseminating research results,
2
In order to mea.^ure t! « relation further, ti^ure 3
matches the Federal expenditures for each since If6®« Adequate
data for years prior to 1960 are not available*
In order to provide a clearer: conception of important
terms -ahich will be used throughout t£-/ ^eral
da/ Unm* «ffW listed below* i^rthar def initlone will bo
developed as required.
i ., its*!**, Com!eta© on ;?owr rations ,
^^^l^ms^^zJx gLJsta/msk \ icons.,
!d £es«. , 1963, , k« Lt -reaftar as Ihe ^arin$s
aft -nator Hwbart . *hrey, C&aixroan M Subcommittee on
Reorganizetion and International Organisations,
^Rational science foundation, i F 64*ll t og^^cit,
,
e
All definitions except the last two were obtained from
the national Science Foundation publication "=-!* , op, cit..
no, 90f 92, 93 $ and ' , Ihe definition of Information storage
and retrieval is quoted fro-: Jose I ,-r m& Onbert , /ayes,
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Figure 3. --Expenditures of Federal funds for research and
development compared with obligations for scientific and














Federal Funds for Research & Development
I960 1961 1962 1963 1964
aSource: National Science Foundation, Surveys of
Science Resources Series, 1962-4.

1*
sarch is systematic, intensive study directed toward Culler
sclentlTte knowiedse of the subject studied* Such study covers
both basic en piled research*
•sic research is that type of research which is directed toward
increase o^ knowledge in scion-* It is research in which the
primary aim of th® investigator is a fuller knowledge or under-
standing of the subject under ftudy, rather than as is the ease
with applied research, which is concerned with a practical
lication thereof*
Development, is the systematic use of scientific knowledge
directed is&vejpd ehe produetloti »f i»ee€ttl iftteriais, ievlcj i,
systems, or methods, including design and development of
prototypes and processes* It excludes quality control, routine
product testing, &ti6 production.
:>clonce is divided into five fields: Life, psychological,
pfaysTeal, social, end "other*' sciences.
Life Sciences are further separated into:
*• &&!&£&?*%, jcto&eg, *P«* **» *h« medical and
agricultural sciences defined below, deal with
the origin, development, structure, function,
and interaction of living things*
2. radical sciences are concerned with maintaining
health and' "understanding disease*
3» ftftglcujltura l,., sciences are directed primarily
toward understanding ~tm& improving the production
of animals and plants of economic am& cultural
importance to man*
Psychological screes deal with behavior, mental processes and
individual and group characteristie® and abilities.
are the physical sciences proper, and the
stical ®sid engineering sciences*
1 9 j'hyslcal sciences proper are concerned primarily
with the understanding of the natural phenomena
associated with nonliving things*
2* .', atheitiatj.cal sciences employ logical reasoning with
the aid ' of' zyz&oYs and are concerned with the
development of methods of operations employing such
symbols*
Inforation, , -^ora^e an^ 'fitriqyj^
;
J&Us, Jil*PP$ffi,n -jw York : John *iley a? ts, lne«, '^3) ?* 70. Tie last
definition is quoted from Information Retrieval Management, ed*
Lowell , Hattery ar. . IMHHK&T^etroit : ..-^erican
Bat ^ocesstng, Inc., \ % . '.'..
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.lc :.:;', IClentlfiC principle!
or toward raskin$ specific scientific principles
usable in er. jring practice.
Social sc.|oncoa are directed toward »<sn understanding of the
1>ehavior of social institutions and groups and individuals as
saesibars o* a group, i include such soioncos as cultural
anthropology* economics, history, political science* and
sociology* Irs .tion to ueek in or subjects
traditionally con cial science* it was intended that
this field should also include work In other disciplines or
subjects in which work was undertaken primarily for the purpose
of tsnd&e . 'ing group behavior.
.or..sr Ls the c - Ided for reporting research
wh'ich cannot "To readily claseifi under on© of the ftltove-naaa
j^^lM|^^LlS^:. Ma^F^l^* 1 Scientific arid technical
information is knowledge or data resulting fma* the conduct of
research and development, or required for organ izi;
ftdtadziistering, or porfomir \*eh and development. It
encompasses eny information in recorded or other coassunicable
form, which present d the status t progress or results of research
and dcmalopnent in science or technology, or which lias potential
use in advancing current and future research and development,
eluded from this definition of scientific and technical
information g*a (I) Haw scientific and technical data that
have not b<&m processed for use hy scientific personnel engaged
In research and development ; (2) statistical and general*purpose
data tliat are collected and organised for other than specific
use in research and dcvelopsaer.t ; (3) Information that lias be
pro -ilv to infom or instruct the general public or
others r '-rofasslenal level of scientific
activity.
.cjm$, J^chn^cal Information Activities. Scientific and
tecnziical " information activities 'include aTl" .^nnagegaenti
admir' and operational efforts directed to the planning t
support,, ;rol t performance &n& isiptovecient of the functions or
tar "eal with t se*«i«j ling ond coirarsanlc&tion
of sc '.fie and technical information. inclu :re t^ie
acquisition and raint&nanc© or rental of -lal equipment for
use primarily in scientific technical information activities.
htfftpam^n fttopfgo and retrieval consists of a four-cycle
proce
*For the purpose of this paper "scientific inforxaafcic.
and "information 1 ' will be used interchangeably with the longer
term -iciontiflc and technical information, M

! . jxinted jdgta *ro received and analyzed to determine
which index terms are to be associated with the
document*
*• *** ffifoft code pattern is determined and the document
is rTiaeed in a £lle c
3. a user interacts ' with the index and the file; to us©
,<& index he saust employ certain Jogicat processes*
4, Hi obtains ideas ami facts from the system and
eventually starts the cycle over again by generating
a new docussent.
*k« main function ^oj^gcifflnce ^cuj^ntatlgn /isj #
ways and iseans by which scientific information eas
• * to arrange
c n best be
collected, preserved, analysed, indexed, abstracted, reviewed,
translated, and interpreted, for two purposes! (1) that
scientists generally might know what is going on; and (2) that
people generally might understand something of what science is
all about, and what it m&y irjean to them in cohort, health,
convenience, and satisfaction.
Current Attitudes?!
A striking, first impression one get® in studying the
information probleis is that scientists are not as concerned about
the duplication of their research efforts as are administrators*
this may appear to be a logical conclusion since ^workbench"
scientists are less likely to be concerned with bill-paying and
other administrative matters than in their own fields of interest*
This attitude is shared by many administrators of research
and development projects in and out of the Federal Cevernment,
General Arthur 0, Trudeau, in 1961 while Chief of Research m
Development of the 9«S« Arnjy, was quoted as hearing a leader of
American Industry ®&y that w If a research job costs less than
$100,000 it is cheaper for us to do it than to find out if it has
been done before and reported in literature* ** * The same thing
Him—li p i will i Ki r mwMriiinWr
x The ilasaitfirey Hearings, op, eit», p« 46, quoting an




has been ttgftarf in similar teas* by dosans of ^arsons concerned
with the ooaiamication of vatitl scientific Information.
In a 1963 report, the President's Selene* Advisory
tflMsj stated that a 'Scientist resorts to the informstion
syitSSl if he believes It la easier, or raore iitasin&ting, to
consult tho written record rather than to do tho experiment
Mtaitirsifi 1**
Calvin moar®, ft loader in documentation and inforsnation,
restated tho difficulty as Kooers' Laws
I
Information Retrieval System will tend got to bo
used whenever it Iff BMMWi painful and troublesome for a
custodier to have information than for hi© not to havt
it. 2
Tho $100 9000 figure cite?:! above under!teas tho trouble industry
is willing to undergo. If critical to National Defense, such a
situation can ha** reverberations long afterward* *Sba tragedy is
pernaps beet stated in John Milton's warning that:
"• » , revolution a of ftgia do not oft recover the loss of a
rejected truth, for the want of vhien- uhole nations far© the
worse, **
my ittowfftits" eJM iWHSfffWiWui! with this basic
coKsrunlcation pfftildHj ;r. Jerome '» .leaner, former Special
Assistant to the President for Science and technology, w,s one of
. ;., The President's Science Advisory Cotaraittee, *cieaee,
2Sg^aE3gffia,.«tf, MSigMtign, , deport, January 10, 1963, p#" [07"
Cited hereafter as t" ^uiber -ort after ttftt Chairman of the
ftanel bafOMttaation g
rs« Lav 9 or Why Son* ! an il Systems Are Usee! and
thars *s.ro rot," Amrl.can Docup^tatlqn » XI, . (July 19C
p* 2(V=.
^teopafllttca (Oiicago: Slsnry fte&tecy Cosipany, 1949), . , ,
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the tsost active men In Qoverntnent in trying to evolve & general
policy on information handling among governmental agencies during
his tenor In testimony before s ;*enate SubeocEslttee, he said:
IHdo siraple, but essential -{joints have emerged fro*"*
our studies. First, sciortif ic infosr.mt5.on is an
integral part of research m .velopeoent, second, to
on LtSs the ever-incrc-
i
floo .--leal
information, all those connected with — Government
sios, technical societies, and Individual scientists
—will have to devote store jtWfrftat, effort, and ,
resources to technical information than in the past.*
Interdisciplinary Mature of Science
Aside from the basic fact that the whole structure of
science is too vast for on*3 person 1 ® comprehension, there is an
increasing tendency for science specialties to become intercon-
nected. Thus, medical science is no longer confined to biology
and cheelatry* Biophysics, bieastrenontics , and bionics are
eveK>expanding sciences in their o%m right,
Dr, Saul 'torn, of the University of Pennsylvania, has
made an astute observation concernins this taatter,
at happens is that there must be a balance, as the
file ,g- vtween the retrieval!Iity of the
information and the needed communication f lev of Che
information; the control of the infensatlon due to the
."jcturo of its arrangenent nsist balance the rwtJ.--
by ^.\ieh it is conrunlcate at has happened, then,
that the contlnun of a domain of knowledge when a
revolution is due, either splits into distinct fields
or changes phase radically by a change in the structure
of it© arranseiaent. $ha£ is, once the mass of
infermtion got beyond the critical moss, usually
either fission or fusion occurred, Fusion is the
in the structure of the individual science
itself to make it a such mare contact carrier of infer-
tuition; for example, general laws are highly compact
bouillon cubes of information. Fission is the breaking
.
—
. , i,n<wtv«»n * g *+nr.itmm+*!rmm
v
» mfi r^ im
m
t*m*,»mm*m i i»*mmmnm*,0* tmimu
m
i ju urn 'iHWhwMMlMMwm*>iw«i - —i«
3 the Humphrey Hearings, Jttull!K«« P« ***
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up Into various areas of apefflaliMftWft , «hica wo have
already oentione. , 'Xhe fis or fusion occurred In
oh ex. infomafcloi beyond our capacity,
and its former control bosan to require too such tin*
to retries i information 9 you either have to have
separate specialized lurops or luave a violent change in
structure, *
As an ease:. ' ' e interrelatedness of researeS-
devoir - t a task force re:*»rted to I :. 'leaner in 1962:
. . . research on detection of Infrared radiation
is related to the field of optica sine* it •deals with
i cical radl ; tso thn f 114 grsies
by virtue of its contribution to understanding of
solid state; to chas&stry fery virtx » of its potential
contribution to Ksctrometric analysis of structure
and caapeaitions; to ir- .mentation «m a contribution
to the tr«asdu rt» to camrwiieation by saeans of
>d rat: to aircraft
safety; to control of space vehicles; to military
surveillance; to crfcainal investigation; to
>l£ication of tferft; art | Bo in
other areas and in tray® not yet cone-
The Weinberg Report underlined "the danger of science
fragmenting into a taass of rejsetiticus findings f or worse, into
eonf licting specialties that are not recognized as being mutually
fcMPU»>•* in pursuit chi. ptfrt further the resort
demonstrates the plight of rational Aeronautics m ice
Administration scientistts and engineers, not only in eoransasicatlng
their knowledge to others interested in sfM* activities, but to
chemists and physicists in other specialised fields, Thus, even
~ers, Corrunleations and 3cienco-~ Extending *'en , a
Intellect,- jfftefotlcff ^^tg^.^^**^^ SfeUSl&»» ax. 17,
. 1 26*
j
(3evernnent » a Task corce *;eoort to the "resident's special
Assistant for Science ar chnelegy, James K, Crawford, .Jr.
»
Ciifiirr^'i, '
. 8, Cited hereafter as the Oravfor t.
3the einherg Rmport, 22*S&&** ** 7 *
"\, P. 15.

though scientists* choose ever-narrowing disciplines in which to
specialize, they mat maintain close contact increasingly vi-
diverse parts of the literature.
'<noth&r facet to the interdisciplinary nature of science
was pointed out by Dr« rftjgtna Garfield who noted that not only
physical science* out the behavioral sciences—psychology*
cosmouriication, linguistics, and socioi©gy»~hav& a great need for
more ,-. * •. Garfield also pointed out that there are some
people who still dispute whether science is interdisciplinary.
Any specific erea in technology, while it is very
important, is not of greater concern to ns] but rather
the man who is working in the interdisciplinary field
will produce the idea that ieadu to a transistor, a
polio vaccine, et cetera. Itoat is why we need a
highly coordinated, centralised approach.
2
Xhe Products of Science
"there are varying estimates of th& current composition of
the world's technical literature, "the following list, which was
made hy the Stanford Research Institute, provides a rough
indication of the outpouring of scientific knowledge which takes
place each year:
EJtt,
Responsible technical Journals 30,000 to 50,000
Articles rubllshed Annually 500,000 to 2,000,000
kwiMM^M... ». m * B'*,yiAimmm*w*u*i :i*+4umf ''** ''nmmm*m 'iMmmm wmmmi i . mnummammmim
• .., ouse of representatives, Committee on &2uc&tion
and Labor, ftaglonal Infor % Hearings before an M
SUbconTOittee' 'on »£« lHlt L loth Cons. , 1st 'less., 1963, p,
250*1. Cited hereafter as the fucinaki bearing® after the




Technical Tk>o5ts Published Annually ,000
•-ruKMKita issued by B« '„ Government 100,000 to 1 10*
Dr. erefc -rice, in his book ItitaHNUttMttdttBSMb*
©bservod that the first scientific journal was published in 1665.
One hundred years later the mrsher had grown , to ten. Since then
the technical journal has been growing by powers of ten about
every fifty years. Thus, the ten journals In 1750 grew to one
hundred, in 1000, one thousand in 1,850, and ten thousand in 1900.
Dr. "rice, as well as mmy ethers, is horrified at the prospect
of one million journals by the year 2000 if present trends
continue (see figure 4),
As a sidelight to the basic problem t there is the fact of
the growth of the abstract journal. First started in the raid
18GG*s, over three liundred exist fit the present tirae.
Another aspect of the scientific literature is the
lessening of importance of the English language as the language
of science* Dff« Burton W # Adfelnson, of the uffica of Science
Information Service, National Science Foundation, has estimated
that seventy per cent of the published literature in science and
technology originates outside the United States and fifty ->er
cent appears in English. 3 Of significance is the inability of
Asaerie&n scientists to read foreign languages, in contrast to the
*A Draft Program Cor a National Technical Information
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Figure 4. --Growth of Scientific Journals and Abstract




aSource: Derek J. de Solla Price, Science Since
Babylon (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961 ), p. 97.

multilingual facility of many foreign scientists* For instance,
Dr. Adxinson •«timet*: %%t
percent of the scientists in ftsaeia reed and
under \\ I the English iang-usge. . . » NkMMNI about 2
xcent of our scientists end engineers read and
understand ??us s tan
.
*
Consequently, unless adequate and efficient translation services
are made available, ftftmrfpsn science tollI bo at an increasingly
dangerous comparative disadvantage.
She Scientist*?? -.-taibillty
far the information problem has been examined as it
exists today. Tiere is little disagreement Ml to Its existence.
The problem has been rather in the way* in vhich the scientific
and engineering communities are to deal with it* da information
problem is a pgpflMtfr of the advances of science; the scientist
remains indispensable to the scientific equation, 'lowever,
science always needs new ideas and new information. The results
of scientific research rstist not ovarah&dow the obligation to
contribute useful knowledge to science. Doctor Samuel Johnson 9
in discussing the problem of knowledge in general, said;
wum experience, which is constantly contradicting
theory, is the great test of truth. A system, built
on tat discoveries of a great many minds, is always
of more strength, than what is produced by the mere
workings of any one mine, which, of itself, can do
little. 2
m information problesa, then, exists in several ways*
! Ibi£., o. 23.
2 jmes 3oswell
/or**: odern Library^ JMfM smA ^tmsssLU, l .. i ( *w

(1) there is mre literature than c®n be read by $my one saan in
#my one discipline; (2) tfiere is a tendency to duplicate research
because of the difficulty in locating axisting research, report
(3) the scientific coswunlty Is vmll aware of the problera bat lias
been unable to ?sake satisfactory solution©; (4) foreign language
literature nay be of equal importance to the scientist; (5) there
is cc. • for the probl««a at the executive and legislative
levels of the Federal Government ; and (6) there is no satisfactory
coordination of ideas on how to solve the problft- .

Introduction
So far the larger problems of information handling have
been dealt with in a generalized way. In order to focus attention
on the situation which the scientist faces it is necessary to
review the services which are available today.
•trauss* Strieby. end Brow*, in their book Scientific and
Technical li-braries; Their Organization &nd Administration ,*







6. Government Bureau or Other division
•
7» Hospital,
These services occupy a variety of locations within their
respective ergaalzatior Seise may be centralized and service
:aany departments; others will si*rve only specialized segment
of their organizatic
The above grouping can also be separated into two
categories* (1) the internal center, which serves the needs of
1
, J. Straus *, I. , -trieby, and A. L. Brown (Rev York:






one organisation or company i and (2) the general chanter, either
eosseercial, academic, or {governmental, which serves a wider
audience. rvic«s of this latter type ere generally provided on
e fee, subscription, pro-rata, or tax support basis, the expense
of the former type is generally abeor'^ BUtftfff or overhead
cost of the parent organisation.
The number of genera! service p In existence today is
considerable
, IMS report fey the rational federation of
•les?eo Abstracting and Index.*.- -rvicer- lists 1855 serrate
services available in forty ceuntrloe* the report also mentions
that 1300 other services are not listed due to apace limits*
tiona. 1
Existing centers provide a variety of services, ©te
following is a listing of the unost comon functions?
1. Collection of publications*
~. Maintenance of special subject references, flies,
and indexes*
3. Dissemination of current information*
Circulation of books and routing of periodicals*
5. Lag special. technical files*
6. -nance of reference service.
7. Cotnpilation of bitsliosraphies and organization
of reports*
S» Editorial assistance with publications*
-*anslatlon service? *
'usr persona li' .-ervieoa.2
Thie listing is a general one. Many of these services are not
available dxs& to budgetary, personnel, or other limitations.
Ihus Chose services listed above represent an optip&a. Such
»»»*.»i—» <> i ^Hlte.i'i~- " iii> ni i »»i ii |i»'-'»»—— w-***»*r *t*.* r,-^,+wm'!»-»» w ,i i ' i >i.|.oi i.»i «I| 1*,i;«iwi iwuMb* nil mr , ill— i w»**iW ii i ii*M<WM Hi.«W l>«WMlHl| i M lfu— j i» i
P« vi.
iuss, Strieby, and Brown, ftp* fM»* P* **>•

services ax© available at only a few forward*. 'sanita-
tions throughout the country. -ie of the points of this paper is
that until such service Is widely available national scientific
and technological programs will, suffer considerably.
Centers are gradually shedding their in&ges as libraries
and are attempting to emphasise their role as more aggressive
purveyors of useful and timely inforaation, J4 I . iieald has
stated that "we oust make ths Information go to the nan*- rather
than relying on passive metiioda of old, 'Ctm word "library" is
losing importance* in favor of such descriptions ' as "Inforraation
service" and ''Information center*" the latter descriptions also
coraioto the idea of information being actively "processed*' for
the altta*te user rather than being sierely stored.
This distinction is important for another reason: the
information center must have a staff which is able to coammieate
in the specialised language of the user* 'Xhe personnel problems
inherent in this concept are formidable and will be developed in
Chapter &«
. Janes Shannon* director of the 'ational Institutes
of Health, annamarized a v: read general feeling in relating
why his organisation was not using its library as the focal point
of a large isoderniseation program of Information activities;
» . » the primary reason we did not turn to the
is tinio is that %*a feel that the ty
' ?raetlon&l activity we envisage as being operative
ceehnlcal <
will require for its administration the highest level
of professional scientific competence that we ft
are. She library services would become a small
., .eald, ft2aJs4S*i "' **•

part of a NNtih vaster network of scientific
eoreunieetlon, rather than aeautae this larger task
within itself. 1
Sources of Information
• reason for storage ««d aecamulatlon of information is
to assist I - dentist In «*o?^e w#y* fwtm the usee's point of
vim- thtve are three basic S0U18SS of documentary data: abstract
and index journals » original contest journal a and papers, and
books. Stated another vay thaar- -ess may be described as,
primary and teeendary* are fchos© original work*
which appear in such form as journals, papers, hookg, reports,
dissertations, etc. Secondary sources are the abstract and index
Journals.
So^ndary^^rces . -~ In a 19&3 study prepared for the Rational
Federation of science Abstracting and Indexing .'ierviees t a
mmmm consults fin* irinmrlinir nhm mo **ii of
secondary publications needed by a scientist or engineers
profession»erlented and oreject»orlente<' . Profession-oriented
services are dote whose goat is wto cover on a comprehensive
and continuing basis the grid's literature in one or more o£ the
traditional field*? of idanee*'^ the study found that eighteen
services such as, 8j.olo&i ^streets and £n&laseyinfi. Igd^x*




Oj^jcit. , p. 127.
^Robert Heller and Associates, Inc., ^
-c^ce Ateatye.ffiiiiia 3%LMl to the
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characteristically "large and space consuming because they ace
retained on a permanent basis,'** expensive, and used mostly for
retrospective searching. Despite the number of services of this
tyre, the study found that: "An analysis of 17,000 primary
journals covered by 13 of the eighteen services in 1961 showed
about 50% overlap in journal coverage*"* The expert concluded
that profession-oriented services needed cooperation aiaons
services and improvement of their coverage In order to solve
imminent financial problems*
the Heller Report found the project-oriented services in
no leas a predicament* rojact-oriented services are those <whe«e
ftoal is "providing comprehensive coverage of significant infor-
mation for a particular project area or subject, and selection
of articles therefor© may be from literature in any field of
science or technology, u These service® number approximately
270 and account for almost a million and a half citations per
year. The ; Seller Report found that the services are not satis-
factory because of: poor quality abstracting, inadequate
literature coverage, poor indexing, lack of timeliness, and
failure to provide expected service* the current features of
these services is their relative ine&pensiveaess, greater
selectivity, and large growth potential,
Government Services
any study of the information dissemination problem
invariably centers around the activities of th^k Federal
!lky.*» p. **•
2
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it* >->ince the government underCake® three*fourths of
the research and development expenditures in the country it
follows that it is by far the largest user of information
activities too, ?or this reason the activity of the Federal
'eminent in managine; its inforraation systems will be the focal
point of this study. As will be seen there are many prime
examples of the duplication of effort which characterises the
whole information industry*
In order to $ain an understanding of the role of the
Federal Government the following taints will be covered} (1) the
origins and evolution of the information functions; (2} the
departments and agencies involved; (3) criticism® which have been
leveled; (4) recent trends in improvement of the management of
information; and (5) the services which are provided.
Although scientific &n& technical information has been
important in the structures of various Departments of the
Federal Government for many years (e.g. patents), the starting
point in recognizing its management problems has been generally
considered as the creation of the National iclence Foundation in
1950. Originally the act was introduced into the .Senate in 1947
. 493, 30th Congress) to provide in part for coordination and
more efficient administration of scientific ana technical
information. Its objectives were to continue wartime scientific
programs and to get war-developed information disseminated mere
efficiently. Starting & tradition which l\a.a generally continued

SI
to this day, scientist* and industry provided ouch opposition to
the bill. The result was the National science foundation Act of
~Q which authorised and directed the foundation "to foster the
exchange of scientific information between scientists in the
•i:ec and foreign countries*2 ®nd v-tc publish or arrange
for the publication of scientific and technical information so as
to further the full dissemination of information of scientific
value consistent with the national interest
. # #
tt^
It is very Important to the whole scientific information
question to understand the choice available to thu national
science Foundation founders, '-ore active mnd broader interpreta-
tion of the statute at the start could have provided an impetus
to scientific eonminicetion at a titae when the mandate- would not
have been disputed. However, the Foundation chose to restrict
their authority to oserely encourage scientists to meet and
discuss rrutual problems. The membership of the Board of the
National Science Foundation actually consigned it to an advisory
capacity from th» beginning because of its dominance by scientists
(in accordance with the law) who fought any trend toward Federal
control of science*
In 1.958 the National defense Education Act &ave the
Foundation store responsibility In scientific information through
1
U.
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ere of « science Information .'Service to "provide, or
for loa of indenting, abstracting, translating, end other
servi' re affective dissemination of scientific
ixr" Cien, an<: , * undecttelm ptiigj t:o develop new or
•' met' including Isod sys testis, for making
•t
scientific inforssatir. -.liable.** I act provided for the
science Information Council »*te atfvi&s, MWlWslt wMtf end ssake
recoKsnendstions to the head of the Science lnfonrtation Service."*
A final responsibility was placed—by Presidential
directive in K'59~~on the National Science foundation to take
the "leadcrr La the effective coordination of the scientific
information activities of the Federal fftffrernment vim a view to
laprovinj* the availability and dissemination of scientific
information, ^
In this same directive, r.ction was taken by i^resident
^enhower to create the Federal Council for science and
Technology for the mirpose of "planning and administration of
Federal scientific and technological programs."**
Thus, in tote, the Foundation possesses the legal
authority to become quite powerful in scientific information
activities. "owevor, r. iurton w. MJklnson's testimony before
iwn i imm vimnmmm imn i»i*wiihwm hm ihw i iii 'iii*«m «» tmmmtmnwimmm
. iM^amttmm^vam^i^m tmmim* 1'^' fcn ii*»«*"w*iM»»i<**»
ritDiic urn? oo*f t 83tn cong. , <dc &ess» , i^oo, ntie !,-<., ^ec# yui.
2Jbid. t :OC, 902 (b).
.
. , President, Faderal CouncUfor,Jc&fflca,,, jfffl
Order IDE 07, ice. 6 (Washington : UTechnolo^f * Kxeeutive s 9 * ( s The ifliite
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the rUcinsfei Hearings is very illuminating in understanding the
basic thinking at the National Science foundations
. . .
it /the law? said that the national Science
Foundation should expand its scientific information
program to strengthen, not supoiant existing services;
coordinate, not operate
. • •*
Later at the same hesrln&*» he saidt
@ut no matter what you do in terms of |tTt.t a
Government agency more authority, you can't force them
or you can't have them force these myriads of non-
3vernment organizations to cooperate or to do the
things
.
are getting a great deal of cooperation -here we
were not before* the cooperation is improving very
rapidly* The abstracting-indexing services are begin-
ning to work together* the scientific associations are
talking together. The Government agencies are cooperat-
ing in th#ir worte* In no case can any one Government
agency order another Government agency to do anything.
The only person that can do this is the President. m
can give you authority to set down certain rules and
regulations* What I em saying ls f yes, there needs to
be more support in this area* There needs to be more
coordination* I do not tmve the formula on how to out
tills together beyond persuasion. 2
Thus, the National Science Foundation felt it lacked the
administrative authority to fully carry out its legal authority*
The Federal Council for Science and Technology was making
some progress In setting the agencies to recognize the need for
elevating the status of scientific information activities in the
agencies* In June I.W62 a Council of scientific information was
formed* it is a permanent working committee to foster inter-
agency coordination of standards among government information
systems* The Council of scientific Information is composed of
ho "'wcinski Hearings, op * clt * . p. .

Mthe tor* science information officials in the various agencies
*aost involved in science and technology. Det leaner, in
testimony at the Busaphrey Hearings, also reported that a new
direction was taken by the Council
s
it the same tica©, the Council established a
•*?ittee on Scientific and Technical Information to
develop '*>vernment<-wice standards and assure
compatibility between agency systems, and I do intend
to follow tliis v^»xy aggressively neyself
•
In 1962 an effort was made to coordinate Federal infor*
©ation systems even more through the creation of an office of
Science mnd Technology in the Sxacutive office of the President.
This action formalised the existence of a Presidential science
advisory staff. In the wore* of lar. Wiesner, its director » the
Office of Science and Technology:
... Is responsible for providing policy guidance
in the matter of scientific and technical information,
but it does not have the authority to impose central
direction and control. Ifoe office has a professional
staff member devoting full attention to this field.
^
the foregoing has been a brief sketch of the development
of science information management at the upper echelons of
government. Although It is iiapos&lbl* to cover all the activ-
ities of all Federal agencies, the next two sections will
develop some of the diversity Hhich is involved in scientific
information systems in terms oi* both agency requirements and"
missions, and in services which are provided*





there are many differing estimate* on the extent to which
many of the agencies are engaged in scientific information
activity. Basically there are seven departments; Agriculture;
CosKfierc©; Defense; ; !©elth, Education, and Welfare; Interior;
Labor: and State; thirteen other agencies are also involved.
However, within the seven departments mentioned above, a total of
forty-six separate bureau* sponsor some recognizable information
activity either in-house or under contract.
As ,sn indication of th& scope, of th<^ major information
activities Table 2 shows th.^ relative distribution by agency of
the federal obligations for scientific and technical information
for the fiscal year© 1962-64. 'Hie nine agencies named account for
over ninety-five per cent of ell Federal activity in this field.
recent compilation, Table 3, of the number of infor-
tnatlon activities under federal sponsorship Is revealing. As an
indication of the number, the defense Department estlnatad in
1962 that it supported one hundred sneci&iissed information
centers, either in-house or under contract. Table 3 shows that
the involvement of the Vmtense Department is even greater M
totaling one hundred forty-tvo. the table shows subtotals for
the Defense Department mid for tfrie National Institutes of Health.
The totals for each agency are further divided into in-house *n&
those under contract or grant which are either profit or non-
profit, that is, affiliated with colleges or universities*
>—
-\m ifc un i. ,„ *
1 Ibid. . n # 73,
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Table 2. --Obligations for scientific and technical information,
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aSource: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds
for Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activities
,
Vol. XII, Surveys of Science Resources Series, NSF 64-11
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 62.




Table 3. --Federal Scientific and Technical Information
Facilities, 1964a
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259 187 54 18
aSource: U.S., House of Representatives, Select Committee
on Government Research, Statistical Review of Research and
Development « Study No. IX, H.R. 1940, 88th Cong. , 2d Sess.,
December 28, 1964, p. 181.
kSome activities under military services actually
perform service-wide information functions.
CA11 figures in parentheses are subtotals.
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Identification of the cost of scientific information has,
until recently! been unbailable.* It was not until 1962 that the
?*ational science Foundation began to identify scientific inforraa-
tion expenditures separately in its annual science resources
survey reports*
Likewise, the Bureau of the Sudset first recognised the
importance of these funds with a special analysis in the fiscal
year 1964 budget document, Of significance is the section
entitled s Science informations"
Increased attention is being directed to the
adeqw&cy of individual agencies* science information
>&rans and particularly to their coordination with
related activities of other agencies* Furthermore 9
the agencies are continuing their efforts to obtain
additional and store reliable coat data on science
information activities, « task m&det difficult because
information handling is so closely integrated with
other elements of particular research and development
•ogurasis*
a budgetary data available for fiscal year 1964
together with future agency planning demonstrates a
growing recognition of the iw;x>rtance of science
information to the research md development effort of
the Matlon. .Substantially increased research and
development Is programed for scientific contzunleation
and documentation including methods of inforaation
retrieval , storage and dissemination, machine trans*
iatlen, and advanced mechanisation techniques*
Considerable increases are also planned for the
publication and distribution of documents? for
bibliographic and reference services, including
abstracting and index!; rviees* likewise* there
are sosse increases programed for scientific symposia
and technical meeting?* representing an orderly
growth in this form of information exchange* J
Senator Hubert s% Jfuraphrey, in commenting on this subject,
has underlined one of the major management problems of, not only
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our laumftkftrs, but also our agency administrators and budget
officials:
have examine*! the records of the Appropriations
Cosaraittees of the Mous© and Senate » and there is a
dearth of comment or estimate relating to information
except as regards, Cor ©sample* information activities
of the Library of Congress, the office of Technical
:-rviees, tii© jftationol Library of Medicine, end the
Information Exchange,
vherwise, whan the main agencies come in t there is
very little reference made to their information
activities, as men*
It seems to me this is one of the reasons why- the
services may very well be a little bit behind the times
and- behind the t%e&d$ t simply because Congress has never
bii'jxi alerted to this, , . . It seems to me we could
demonstrate in these agencies that information services,
even though they ra&y be listed out as a line item at a
certain number of dollars, actually contribute to
genuine economy or at least the economical utilization
of research anc* development tenovied$e that is already
nominally available, J
I>epartment of Defense^
As shown in Table 2, page 3f t the Defense Department is
the governnienta! leader in science information activity* this
load evolved as an adjunct to its activity In research and
development rather than as a primary mission. In late 1962 the
vartmsnt created a new office under the Director of Dotenso
Research and Engineering entitled the Defense Director of
Technical Information, Department of Defense Directive 5100,36,
in late 1962, established the office and provided for ,sthe
coordination and management of the DO© scientific and Technical
Information PWgfm
, ,
,-> Ihe directive established en
r^m«><»«. MMWMt^*
*The iHumphrey Hearings, op, cj.t,
. pp* 93*4,
notations in this section contain various abbreviations
for the Department of Defense; namely, 3O0, 5,0.0,, oD,
^U,3 # , Department of Defense, Department of. ,Pefense




unequivocal policy ©ft (!) exchange of technical information
both within the 'Department and between all Federal contractors,
other Federal agencies , the scientific and technical community,
and the Department; (2) use, where indicated, of computers and
other modern information methods; (3) elimination of needles*
duplication of effort and resources.
re specifically, the director of Technical Inform&tion
coordinates the decentralised information activities operated and
administered throughout the Department of .Uefenee. The
directive states; "In support of this structure provision will
be made for centralised documentation and 'clearinghouse 9
functions as required to meet DeD-wide administration and techni-
cal needs, ***
Thus the Department has taken a step in managing its
information activities. It ill not arrive at its present
position without considerable prodding. In a scathing report
early in 1962 Senator Humphrey provided a major share of the
stimulus to improve scientific cotnmunlcation in the Department.
In scoring the absence of Department-wide surveillance of
information activity, he reported
t
Xhnre is at present inadequate organisation,
interest or responsibility for management of
scientific and technical information at the &«Q» .
level*
. . .
there is at present a Defense Supply Agency, a
.Defense Intelligence Agency, a .Oefense Communications
Agency, but virtually no Defense- IeveI unit for
Department-wide information.
the three services have separate r. and d, infor-




to one another* There is virtually no coordination
at the level of the offie© of the Secret&ry of
Defense*
In rr.y view, a small information unit should be
established in the Office of the Director of i)efenae
Research and anginaerlng , in order to evaluate*,
coordinate and monitor the Information activities of
the Services, iuch / a_7 » • * unit would help
advise th© Secretary *W"~what the department*® future
information role should be. It would help coordinate
the Services • letting of contracts for information
and documentation research, a« well as .0. .-liaison
with the National Science Foundation and other sources
involved in Federal information policies. ...
It is a paradox that a Department which has two
million men under arms and one million civilians
attempts to supervise the flow of scientific and
technical information at the highest level through
the service® , at present, of one-half of one man-year
in the office of the director of efense Research and
t* inearing. l
Later in the sane report Senator Humphrey revealed
estimates which had come to him informally from various
Department of defense sources i
. . .
about one-haIf the effectiveness of the engineers
and scientist? making our weapon systems may now be
lost because they cannot get the Information uhlch they
need at the right time, in the ri&ht way, and in thm
right place.
In terms of the technical manpower working on D.O.D.
weapon system, this loss may be slashing around 156,000
man-years from the total effort of around 300,000
scientists and engineers.
This loss may represent between $1 billion and $2
billion each year. In terms of lost time, it may md6
one year to the 3-year development cycle of a weapon
system. ... Ik) matter how much the contractors spend,
or how able or diligently they go about the task, they
cannot possibly find all the Federal report-type
information which they n&ed emd when they need it. As
a result, contractor scientists and engineers needlessly
jmorandum from Senator *fcibert r. \i-A^vt^y f Chairman,
Subcommittee on Reorganisation and International Organizations,
Consulttee on Covernment Operations, to Hon, 0-eorge .. ahon,
Chairman, Subcommittee for the Jepartment of oefeme. House
Committee on Ap?>ropriations , "The itojportment of Defense and
Scientific and Technical information,' e Ident. 5-3-11-62),
Washington f March 26, 1962 (mimeographed), p. 10.

repeat -cork which has been done before, or which is
being unknowingly done at the same time, in other
locations, or on which there might have been a short
cut if ideas had been properly crossfertiiized**
Department of Commerce
this Department, second in science and technical infor-
mation activity in the Federal ' overnroent *. wa» the leader in
information activity until 1962. The Department supports a
total of seventeen separate internetion offices, fifteen ln-house
and two under contract. Three in-house subdivisions account for
approximately ninety»seven per cent of the Department's expen-
ditures «?ach year: The Patent Cf fie®, the National Bureau of
7
tandards, and the Office of Technical Services* The Patent
Office end Office of Technical Services? operations are primarily
public-oriented; the National Bureau of Standards supports
elever ^rtsient-oriented activities,
the latent Office has the immense job of collecting sad
classifying all ?«S« patent© and many foreign patents, and the
dissemination of scientific reports and patent data throughout
the world. The Office is in the midst of an attempt to mechanize
its search operations* 'The problem facing the patent exas&ner
differs greatly freta the search problem of the scientist* Esra
(llaaor, Assistant Commissioner of the Patent Office, has said:
. . , vittl the '-atent Office . . . we have to be
able to afford a thorough search* A scientist might
decide that he has reached the point where it will
take a lot of extra time to find anything else
worthwhile* Uterefore, the economics of his situation
is that he cuts off hi? examination of the literature
tlMA»t p* ' 5.
ational .science Foundation, iSf 64-11, op, _clt* * p. 62*

at i tin© JMWWMslaOt to htm., depending on how valuable
h© thinks the information will he that might turn up.*
The interdisciplinary problem crops up here almost as a
matter of course* tir* oieser, in reporting the patent
classification problem, saidj
You pick up something that looks like a chemical patent
and on page 3 you find yourself In the middle of an
electronic control system to control the mechanical
devices that handle the chemical reaction. Or else
there are hydraulic principles Involved in the systems
you eoii Id equally well say that the patent belongs in
chemical classification, electrical, mechanical, or
hydraulic classification^
Thus the three million petenta in effect add up to ten
million because of the necessity of detailed eross~ciA8sificatlon*
The management of the Patent cf fleet has a task of devising «
means to mechanise its operations, or to fall even further behind
on its backlog of applications which in Hay 1963 totaled two
hundred thousand, or almost three years processing time*
The dichotomy which exists between the top administrators
and the persons "who must operate information system© is well-
demons trated by Commissioner Glaser* The Patent office has a
limited number of file items and a definite storage and retrieval
objective. Yet through some combination of technical
limitation, administrative discretion, and budgetary restraint,
mechanisation was until recently being treated on a piecemeal
basis. The technical limitation is not with computers, but with
the methods of storing the vast inforsaation in retrievable for
However, the Patent Office has not led in correcting its dilemma.
. -,~~ «!». Willi
'The lucinski Hearings, on
.
clt
. . p. 105*
- Ibid . . v>* 1C .
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Until recently the Office .;.hnlcai Services was
perhaps the ®ost fortunate- beneficiary of the attention which
has been heaped on the scientific information :;>robl«n during the
past few years, However, the office was dorajant for a number of
years after its creation, the office of Technical Services was
established in 1951 pursuant to a law which directed the
Department of Gossnerce "to establish and ateintain • * • a
clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of scientific
and technical, and engineering information Si l for agencies of the
Federal lovemment, state and. local governments , and business
and industry, John 7-reen, in 1962 while director of the office
of Technical Services , testified at th& f^ucinski hearings that
despite specific legislation:
. . , we did not accelerate our activities during
most of the 1950 f s, As a matter of fact, during this
period we concentrated on the government research
urogram, making available especially to the business
coiosnunity, the unclassified results of flevctfliicnfc*
sponsored research,*
In an exchange with a swsmber of the ^ucinski Subcommittee,
Hfc, Green revealed the &ap between program objective and practices
Bp, ftraderaas : where have you been hiding? ¥tm heve
not heard very auch about it /Off ice of Technical Services/
across the Republic, I can tell you that,
-X| Green : Our timing **as bad. We were too soon. I
think it is isrxjrtant to do things at the oropcr time,
r there is a great deal of recognition of science
information. In 1951 there was not.**
>H«—IK < ltH I«M>t M«—M il
. &, t Congress, ,\r. '.c.t to 'rovldefor th* Dissemination
Law 776, 81st Cong,, 2d Jess,, 1950, p. I,
2the rueinskl Hearings, oo, clt,, p, 62*
3 Ibid., p. 75.

As stated above, the Office enjoyed a period of
ascendancy, Xn 1962 it was first strengthened and placed under
the Assistant ecretary for Research and Development*
viously it had been a part of the Business and Defense
Services Administration, However, the Office was absorbed, in
the fall of 1964, into the f-iatloaai Bureau of Standards, another
bureau of the Commerce Deoart&ent, and renaned the Clearinghouse
for Federal .-scientific and Technical Information.
The National Bureau of Standards has emerged as a new
force in promting the development of science information. In
addition to the recent transfer of the Office of Technical
Services, the Bureau is aitaost ready to move into laodera quarters
at Gaithersburg, Maryland. tfith its new plant it is expected.
that the Bureau will % , , selectively package and distribute
technical information to the specific industrial segments which
can best utilise it and to provide tofwrailiiin on current




The Interest of this department in scientific Information
is related Principally to the ubiie Health Service which
accounts for ninety-seven per cent of the total, and more
specifically, to the National Institutes of Health, The Rational
Institutes are composed of seven institutes and several divisions
•' i »—ii
*U,s., Executive office of the President, The
Appendix (^ashlnston: D, Govermaent rintins Office, 965^,
ppl 235-' .

which conduct research and disseminate scientific information on
their specialised fields, such as jaantal health, cancer, dental,
heart disease, and arthritis.
Management of scientific information has improved
considerably* In a 1962 neraorandunij the Director of the
national .Institutes, Dr, James Shannon, advised the Surgeon
General, Dr* Luther ferry, of changes which had been made to
i
provi-Jo bureau-wide coordination. ' the eleven point program is
•usssarised below as an example of conditions which had been
allowed to exist and the Improvements which were to be
facilitated by the sieve
»
1. Establish a scientific eoraounication officer in
each institute and division to snenage Institute
or Division scientific and technical coriojniea-
tion,
2, Satabliah an Office of Research Information
directly under the Irector to coordinate all
Institute activities in this area*
3 # tabiiah an Institute Coisicsittee on the Manage*
ment of Information to consider snethods to
bettor correlate information on drugs both
internal and ejctemai to tiie Institutes*
4, Develop a forraal oattern of relationships with
the and Drug Administration*
5, .Develop categorical information centers in
each of the institutes an i visions which
would cover the respective specialty fields*
6* Assign to the Division of Research Facilities
and Resources responsibility in support of the
biomedical cOEsnunications process through
eKtrainural pxttgraros.
'"WWNI* fiW>»—W»»»i - .in l—ww •MWWMiMNWMilPAtHM^»*^>W»»» ^wfw.KWtmU'-OHWwit^i^WWIIilMH) 1 1 i lWP <>m***m\m*'mmm—++n tn.i . i
saoranduo frora Br, James A* -x">, /-iroctor, Natiocutl
Institutes a seith, to . , . uther Terry, urgeen Oeaerai of the
U # ., actions in the field of scientific and technical coa>-
municatiens," viashington, lientaraber 20, 1962* quoted in entirety
in the HiTphrey Hearing- > . cit** pj», 128-31, as B&hibit 11,

.: y
7 m develop a program of information
8. Use the p'attanal Acade&tjr of ;;eience~~national
Research Council In asses sing the problatss of
cxKORunication among working scientists in the
biosiedlcai area.
9. Qontinue support of faedleal conference-
sanixiara, a: osie for the d&VBlopmmt of
interchange programs both domedtically and
internationally.
10. Further develop support of the mxbllcatlon®
in conjunction with the National Library of
Hcdicine.
Hi Improve Institute indexing and doetiraontatiori
of grant activities relating to research
.-eject- .
A second agency which has taken the lead in improving
oanafcersent of its science information activities is the Food and
Drug Administration. Until pw -ingress, and backed by
administration off icl&ls, this activity had been unable to
adexjuateiy perform the Important function of food and drug
reguiatiot;. ihe trend is clearly upward aa evidenced by the
recent expenditures for information services tiitieti ha*m risen
from $137 s&liion in 1 962 to ..3J9 salliion in 196e«*
Mure recently, the Foo rug A<&ainistr&tlon lias
started to completely overhaul it© science information
capability The Induserial research and engineering finn, Arthur
. Little, Inc., l^as <ieveio|>ed a plan to computerize and central-
ize Its files of scientific data «hich herotofore had been
separately maintained by each of five bureaus. recent article^
** '^qg&Sfl ffl^4.^MBi^laa.J®^ described features of the system
i t wm*m il—in n. ii . i M *—
i
n luwfc i » i ** iiW iiiii — iiiiM—« i» >mi» . .»ihh>*. . —i»M" i—IWM n iwjuwW— ' i>WHi i «Mnmmii»|i.~-s- l «m»m »ii.»n i imMhwrin. ain nm—i imn im » wm ii I '«^ j»u'w»>i'pmwh mm * mm« Mill mI
..clonal science Foundation, " ' &4~1I, op. cit,, :;> 160.
^WFDA Revamping It '.entlf ic Pet* - t-3m. w Chemical and
A^^J^'LS*
TXII, o. 37 (September 14, 1964), \. R« .

which is expected to be operational In 1953 at an installation
cost of $a nillion. These features are as follows}
!» SO of information into four sub-
systems: therapeutic devices; food* Ar
actios; hazardous substances ; adverse
?ion and hazardous substances reporting*
2. Cross*Indexing of these sub-aysteiaa by
Central Retrieval Indox s*hich thai r<rovid>:
control of taftttta*
3. ftmsunlcatiocis Xinr t:wean the contra!
iter a&& eighteen field office i
.
Figure 5 demonstrates the various inputs ana" mifrumti of tit© new
ther important centers located within the organisational
structure of the Federal Government are:
department of Defense
->fense i^eeumentation Center
-itionai Aeronauties and ^p&c. -inistration
-. ffice of Scientific Information
Atomic Enerp- mlam




loo* J fexxal Center for Sci&nce and
;ri.r»s the past several y(Mfi the .national science
Foundation has obtained data from the Federal agencies concerning
the services which are now performed in the dissemination of
*The material contained in this section is taken from
a Rational Seienee Foundation annual publl0atl0n| yederajj.
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Figure 5. --Food and Drug Administration Scientific Data
System*
FDA's 18 field offices and its
Washington- based staff put complex





























Subsystems made up, of various
files can also be used directly
by FDA staff for special queries
aSource: "FDA Revamping Its Scientific Data System."
Chemical and Engineering News . XLII, No. 37 (September 14, 1964),
p. 32.

Mscientific information. These aiay be referred to a*i (I) pubii-
:ion and distribution ) bibliographic and reference services;
<3) scientific symposia and technical meetings; and (&) research
and development in scientific and technical cersaLmlcation and
docftmntation.
^biieatlon and distribution activities, ^hich includ©
distribution of new scientific and technical information,
represent approximately forty per cent of the total infomation
outlay* Approximaealy $77.6 million «as spent in 1964 for ehis
nurpose, of which the Departsient of Defense and the r&tent Office
•pant $23.3 r,iiliion &n$ $20,7 million respectively.
/iliogr&phie and rafsxwee services provide the tawsans
to assist users in obtaining mid exploiting available
inforsaatlon. Apnrosdursately K I llien was spent in If64 fc
this purpose* This service is principally available at the
various libraries of the Federal -overnsaent* a major part of
which is the Library of Gongre
ientific symposia m& technical sMMtings asaountod to
$23.4 million in lift*, and were principally supported by the
Departments of Defense and .-faalth* Education and Welfare*
Research and development in scientific communication
,
and documentation includes research tm computer uses in this
field, as veil as language, indexing and service problems. In
1964 these expenditures reached S20.1 million, with the depart-
saente of Defense and Health. Education, and I elfare, and the




• l : f In 1962 concluded that there is wno coordinated f
Ctovernssent~wlde policy for the dissemination of rclontific
information.*1 * The Crawford ort noted that there **s no
forml agreomnt concerning subject coverage between the three
?Sational Libraries (Kadieine* Agriculture, ante! ?J.brary of
talgr ! -reventlon of duplicating Information collection
was left to informs! arrasi$fl»ient. » I -swrence Q, Hunford f
Librarian of the Library of Congress
ft
In testimony before the
fteohrey Subooramitteo, sis: months after the Crawford Feport was
published, confaseed that a fetmal agewnaest was still in tine
2
~opo$al sta^®»
-.anator HiM^ftigoy t&a* uncovered the absence of a formal
system of informstton exchange between the rational Institutes
of Health and the Food and Drug Administration^ ' despite the
thalidomide tragedy of 1962 which pointed up precisely the need
for such an exchange.
The communication problem bet^^en agencies has improved
considerably during the nest few years under the prodding of
several Congressional Cofsmltrees, the Bureau of the Budget , tai&
the President's Science Advisors, Lately, departments m6
agencies have begun cooperating in this matter. For example
,
The Defense Department now has a policy hereby unclassified
reports generated intera&lly ore made available to the general
mm+m*—m.n \ luM hi^wix^'iWi iiK—
t
urn i sn i t mmtmtmmmmaw mi dii m>» >m«ihww)hi<wiiwn. Mm - HMip iii «*"*"»» wwmiwwn > ,.h i m*i «m h*i»hhw i»n ^mjiwwww^
The ;iuc\phrey Hearings, op f clt. , p, 12,
2 ibid,, r. II . 3lky.f * 124 «

public through the Comnexts* uepart*.iMKit bulletin, . T GovafE||«ent
Research Report s, which is wideiy-reao. throughout the scientific
COH8BU
The inade«|uacy of scientific information dissemination
has prompted many plans for Its solution, Perhaps the best
reasons for improving the system can be: better management f
greater efficiency, direct financial savings, bettcur utilisation
of highly-trained manpower. But another equally Important reason
has bean suggested by *>r* Julius H* Cahn, of the .Senate
tfubcossnlttee on Reorganisation and International vrganisEatlons
,
who reasoned that:
• . • enemies of the Republic are determined to use
our "pool* of information for the detriment of this
.tion; we can hardly afford to ignore their diligent
use or to under-orgamize or under-utillae our own
information*
*
In the following chapter, some of the recommendations
which have been introduced to help alleviate the information
problem will he detailed* Ml have in common the need for
governmental assistance; they pose monuments! taanage^tient problems
.
Th® Federal tiOTernftent is slightly changing its emphasis
by showing how scientific and technical information developed by
agencies can contribute to industry. The budget request
currently before Congress! <l) calls to attention the National
1 Julius H, Oahn f v ^va.tem p{ Information ^/sterns, h
Report to the Fourth Institute on Information Storage and
Retrieval, American University, School of -ovemment and Public





.ndard Reference Data System for evaluating scientific data
and the Federal clearinghouse for distributing technical
documents resulting from government research and development
ich is being expanded within the rational Bureau of Standards;
and (2) advises that new legislation will be proposed to
encourage the establishment of technical information centers
through switching grants to stater..
A revealing statement Is included in special Analysis if
entitled "Federal Research, <>evelopGwnt t and Related urograms. "^
the improvessent programs in scientific information handling are
going forth at all levels of the governsient:
the Committee on Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation of the federal Council for science an
Technology is stimulating the various agencies to
strengthen their pOftgmms for handling scientific
and technical information, the Committee h&a
identified a number of problen areas in scientific
and technical information handling and has appointed
task forces to work on these problems with the
objective of obtaining more effective management of
esdLStin$ programs and improving agency coordination.
•obiems under study include language compatibility
in mechanized storage and. retrieval t development of
a single Government depository library syitemg
teduaical vocabulary compatibility, development of
descriptive cats losing standards , and research m:
development in information science.
the largest expenditures? will continue
to be for publication and distribution of documents
and bibliographic and reference activities with
small increases provided over the previous year to
reflect the continuing growth ©f published
scientific and technical rnaterials tm<i the expansion
of agency informational services. Of Vital
significance to the improvement of scientific and
. ., xecutive office d£ the President,




technical information systems is the investment in
research and development. The oreseat level of
expenditure in research tm£ developraent in infor-
mation sciences* documentation * information aystess® t
techniques m vices is a^oroj&aately $50 million.
A modest increase la such researc at
•.ed for 196C to advance this of fort &a& to




THE 2STABl.XS»IEKT OF A FEDERAL
INFORMATION CENTER
A people may be unprepared for good institutions $
bat to kindle a desire for then Is a necessary part
of the preparation. To recommend and advocate a
particular institution or form of government, and
set its advantages in the strongest light, is one of
the nodes . « . of educating the mind of the nation
net only for acceptins or claiming, but also for
working, the institution. -
John Stuart Hill*
Introduction
A variety of concepts concerning the best method of
organising to handle scientific and technical Information exist
today* Disagreement between, and even among, legislators,
administrators, information scientists, and most important, the
users, has delayed (my real decision so far. Several plans and
ideas have been offered, but none have gained any general
acceptance, this chapter will cover the plans which appear most
in the literature*
The concept of the central government*s role in infer*
motion handling extends from lalssez faire to complete control*
In teems of ascending government participation the concepts can
Government /T861/ (Chicago: Henry Kegnery Company, 19o2)
Gateway Edition, pp. 11*12,
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be stated as: (i) the continuation of the statue cue; (2) the
federally subsidised and guided system; (3) the centralised
federal agency systems (4) Che centralised national clearinghouse
system; and (5) the centralised national or international
information system*
these Ideas represent a spectrum of how much scientific
communication is actually necessary* In a 1963 report of the
President's Science Advisory Committee* the crux of the
controversy una stated in this wayi
Since there are no unequivocal criteria for deciding
what la a sufficient information system, why should
one decide to spend more on communication, especially
if it means spending less on something else or if
one 9a efforts are useful mainly to someone else? How
dees the ilead of a Federal agency decide the
appropriate else of his information service? How
dees a professional society through its publication
committee decide on a new journal? For that matter,
how does a worlcing scientist decide to spend more
time in the library?*
Ihe report goes on to show that the mere existence of a
sophisticated information center does not guarantee its success.
the attitudes of scientists amd engineers must be recognised*
it la not certain how scientists would react to the
establishment of such a /centralise^ system, since
all previous experiments • « • have ladeed some
features essential to a successful central
depository: adequate coverage; broadcast announcement;
auxiliary select journals and retrieval services;
adequate financial support; approbation by scientific
and governmental leadership.?
cne of the most articulate spokesmen for the establish*
ment of a national science information center 1c Dr. Eugene
Garfield who is Director of the Institute for Scientific
».i» n » ——m i ii irmmn i n in » i i. i i i n* ii iinow. i ,. i i mm hii» <hii i> hi mix wmm«wi m i*mm*mmmi» m ii« ii«»
Ithe Weinberg Report, op. cit«« p. 9«
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Information in Philadelphia and a lecturer in Xnformation
Retrieval at the University of Pennsylvania* At the Pucinski
Hearings he hypothesised Che results of handling telephone
service as our scientific and technical communication Is actually
handled today*
Imagine the chaos in the telephone company information
centers if one day every other peg* in everyone* s
phone book vera "unlisted** * * * * /or J7 ^ there
were hundreds of different phone books~~some arranged
by p&>plG % * national origins* other by occupations* by
district or by neme*»«»yet none of them complete* * * *
Suppose each of these phone books* large and email,
is only half complete and at least a year old when
it arrives* Suppose that phone books were not free
bat cost so much that only libraries could purchase
.1
Br* Garfield is one of many thoughtful people who have
had the vision of a nationalised information center* In 1936*
before many in and out of the Federal Governstent became alarmed
over our shortcomings in scientific communication* Br* Garfield
urged the creation of a Central Intelligence Agency for Science*
^
the objections to my plan for centralisation cover one
persistent theme: The Federal Government would create a
bureaucratic logjam of information* In a recent issue of the
scientific weekly, Gfrg^cftl and frffifrrgslffifi *¥»« ±* **s
reported that*
Some scientists nxtd scientific information specialists
fear the system might lead to some sort of scientific
control over the scientific literature and perhaps to
the eventual elimination of the scientific journal*3
ii nm "ii i —»—— m i n i i i'Hu.i m. i»»i rn ii i -'» » n in mn i «.m.
1 the Pucinski Hearings* oj&u&£». p* 227.
2Ibid*- p* 237*
3w Science Library System Gets Mixed Reactions f n Chemical
ffld foflteftftrtflfc%H»> XUI, !*». 24 (June 15, 1964), p* 22T

Calvin moors considers ony plan for a national research
library as a national bottleneck and suggests an alternative;
A national cooperative library would be far more
desirable and could include the many kinds of local
documentary material in paper form which would never
be copied and transmitted* , . . £ Xtjf would maintain
them at their original locations and make generally
available notice of where they are* 1
Many choices are available in handling of scientific
information on a national scale. Dr. Julius Cahn has stated that
the ft&tlon must have a plan which requires the efforts tmd
cooperation of a vast number of individuals responsible for
information offices t libraries, centers f systems , and services*
'The decision to move ahead with all proper
dispatch toward a National Information Goal cannot
be made by only one source » even the President of
the United States # alone.
It can be made—and be implemented—by the
scientists and engineers of the Nation, acting**
voluntarily—trough their chosen instruments.^
In welshing the possible with the practical, one comes to
the realization that the national or international clearinghouse
concepts are not yet attainable. This represents an acceptance
of reality. However* it is altogether possible and probable that.
before the end of this decade, these Ideas will be well within
the range of practicality. John Pfelffor, In an article in
fortune t believes that "a new public utility is in the making* an
information utility that will make logic available at established
rates to subscribers throughout the world
. .
•"*
Greenberger (8ev York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962), ppt 174*5.
Cahn, 9Px, &%%.+ > P* H*
*Jehn Pfelffor | "Machines That Man Can Talk With,"
t LUX, ISO. 5 (May 19o4) t p. 198.

Watsoa Davis, Director of Science Service, a deeumenta*
tion fism, goes even further. He foresees the organization of
"one bis library, 1* *ome big journal t w end a "world brain, wl which
would permit instant ooraetinication around the world at any tine.
iho proposals to retain the present system or for the
Federal Government to subsidize existing systems represent an
approval of and resignation to the admitted Information problem
end therefore should be rejected as unsatisfactory* this leaves
the centralized federal agency system as a compromise between
inaction and ^practicality, this system is considered to be an
intermediate objective* the more difficult national and inter*
national systems will be kept as long-range goals and can be
implemented as technele«y advances.
the selection of this alternative must be defended,
examined, and appraised in the light of optimum resource
utilisation and specification of performance evaluation criteria,
this will be accomplished by examination of the many proposals
which have been contained in various publications, comparison
with the needs of the users, measurement of costs , and con sid-
oration of operations problems, the approach will enable a
spotlight to be placed on the recommended end-product and an
examination to be made of several alternatives*
Just what is meant by a Centralised Federal Agency
Information System? For the purpose of this paper, it is
conceived of as a system which ties together the diverse
scientific Information activities of the Federal Government
*lha Pacinski Hearings, op. clt . . p. 196.
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through communications links* the system does not encompass the
concept of one huge building which would contain all these
activities* It is generally accepted that a "one roof*' concept




Several questions immediately become important when
considering restraints on solution of the information problem*
There are very good reasons why a national center is not now in
existence* Primarily it has been a matter of cost* In a study
made for the Library of Congress, it was reported that it would
take $31*6 million alone to completely computerise its system* 1
Local libraries and small information centers have been
able to attack only the fringes of the problem due to the costs
involved; universities have only partially met the challenge*
The pace of research into basic information science must compete
with other items on crowded budgets* The net result is that the
financing of university research has been left to the abstracting
services and the Federal Government* It may be another
indication of the timea, but it cannot be disputed that everyone
is waiting for the Federal Government to act* this* then* is a
real restraint t fk> action will bo taken unless Government acts*
i< " « iiim—w——ii h i ii ii MmmmmmmiMmmmmm*mmmm~*m*mmmmmmm*0m»m**mm*m*m*i v iiiitmwmimmmmmmMBmmBmimi Mu' ' n n—»»—«—w»—
.
John McCarthy, an Associate Professor of Communications Sciences
at H«I*T« t has estimated the total conversion cost at $2 billion
in mnMlMttS W* ,frfj 9WWW 9t Jhf WW^t 22sHM£&&>» P- 171.
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Other problems to bo considered are: (1) the problem of
standardization; (2) the relation of a new center to existing
services; and (3) the question of the range of services to be
offered*
The lack of standards is, to a degree, typical of a
burgeoning discipline* But just as each science and management
method have developed standards, so also must information science.
Hie Warren Study lists two types of standards problems
vhlch require consideration t (1) equipment and program format
standards; and (2) glossary and thesauri development standards,*
The first type id analogous to the standardising of
weights and measures. Dr. Warren suggests that an engineering
evaluation wald be able to arrive at a workable solution to
facilitate the physical transfer of information in a network.
The second type, which calls for wintellectual
manipulation of inputs and outputs,*2 is less susceptible to
standardisation. It, therefore, calls for experimentation over
a lengthy period of time which, Dr, Warren hypothesises, may take
at least a decade,
Hattie Anderson, in InfgrnatAgp, f^rfteyal } axement, has
irized the precaution in this way:
*U,S«, the white House, Office of the Special Assistant




Assistant to the President for Mental Retardation.
Jfett*

HDocumentation is a young «*•£• *"or the past ten or
so years » we have been preoccupied with the development
of now techniques 9 fewf if any, of which hove yet
proven themselves to the exclusion of others* New*
with smell chance of consensus as to the best approach
for a single situation, talk of compatibility emerges
with standardisation looming as its ultimate manifesta-
tion. Premature standardisation on a large scale to
systems which are not the best is entirely possible* 2
There is a multimilllon dollar business now engaged in
information activities* Services are performed by existing
centers, original content Journals, abstract and index Journals
»
papers mx^ books. iNone of the service activities are particularly
interested in being overwhelmed by a huge governmental network*
Thus, some means of reconciliation aust be offered to the
industries which are being threatened, Bone of the proponents
advocate the abolition of valuable services because of their
diversity and the prohibitive expense which would be needed to
duplicate them, Or, Warren»s recommendation In this regard is
very sound and should be followed:
1, Research reports would be handled outside the
proposed system by another government agency*
2, Hie contents of Journals (both original and
abstract) would be incorporated in the system
but would continue to be published for their
value to the scientist's penchant for
serendipity* the scientist would always need
to retain the browsing habits of old because
of the very non-directional ways in which
scientific insight is gained. 2
•m-mmvmmvmmmmmmmm—immmmmmmi mi* mm i min i i—»»»——w—i iii hh , nmnn . i 0mmmmmmmm*mm*mmi*'*''»mtmm*mmmmmmmm ,<min it< i <—w—
»
"Compatabliity of Information and Data Systems Within
a company, »» MitmttUm»£imflk<m\ wmmmm** <jb*^*&* > a** u,
2fhe warren study, SBUJB&Si* • *• 25 «

Ranee of ^*ervices
this probiosa, la many ways, Id the most acute problem of
ell* Accordingly It mat bo decided early In the planning phase
Just how such service and in «hat sciences will the system
operate, John C* Oostello, Jr. » of the Sattelle Memorial
Xnatiosto in 'Ohio, has said;
Certain sciences or technologies tmy be represented
by so few potential users in the organisation , and the
literature in which they are interested may be so
large and complex, that effective coverage mud service
would be excessively costly* . * * therefore, the
areas selected should be those for which the system
can hope to provide hTcovd coverage with ma^inim
anticipated benefit or return* 1
isrly Planning
Several considerations concerning centralisation are
logically disposed of early* Other considerations are best
handled after these basic ooints Arm adeauatoly covered* they
are;
1* Objectives of the contemplated organisation*
2* the best location in t&ie Federal Government
structure to fulfill objectives*
3* Changes which will be nmmdmd in existing
4, the gains that are anticipated to be gained
from such a system*
In fj&Mi&lM,, fffl , llMftgffMf » Professors KSoonts and
Q'Donrall have referred to objectives as? "the goal of the
firm* * * * ordinarily subject to simple statement and « . •
*Job» C* Costelio, &»« rt1he Charters A 'Hoet* for
System, Planning and
[ 9 IV, Ho* 1 (January
Effective Information Design, tt Journal of
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essential to the proper planning, organising, staffing, directing,
and controlling of any enterprise or map part of it
. .
."*
Thus* the simple statement of objectives of a Federal
information system is; To stimulate the communication of the
Federal Government 1 * scientific and technical information through
improved management methods*
Several sub-objectives which become apparent are:
1. to unify responsibility for direction and
review of the Federal programs tmd
activities for the communication of scientific
and technical information through planning,
guiding, setting criteria, reviewing, managing,
and improving all governmental activities
involved*
2* TO establish responsibility for high-level
direction of information activities and
cooperation with the proposed organisation*
3. to take the lead in establishing standards in
indexing and abstracting services, promoting
research in improvement of documentation
techniques*
4, To establish working communication with the
scientific and technical communities of
industry, the universities and colleges, and
their foreign counterparts*
there are many arguments on the precise location of the
proposed system* A listing of the various proposals and possible
locations reveals the range of alternatives:
1* Expand the new clearinghouse of the Department
Of CrtHlllttOlPffO >
1 Harold Keonta and Cyril C^onneli, fr^clple* o?
M*fl*ftff*affi<t* m ft****ryg *»® 9$*ffi«&«gW,ft^ctioj^ (flow York;
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), p. 430,
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2. Expand the National Library of l»3edieinc now
under the sponsorship of the Public liealth
»esrvxce«
3. £jcpand the Offlea of Science Information
Services of the National Science foundation*
4. Establish a now Buraau of Technical Resources
as an Independent agency of th* Executive
Branch.
5* Establish a now Cabinet-level Department of
science mod Technology which would have
scientific information as &x% Important
the principle objection to each of the first two
proposals waa beat stated in the Crawford Report which brought
out the fact that the commerce and Health, Education and Welfare
Departments have their own research and deveiopmnt missions
which would conflict with the larger mission of the proposed
system* The danger is principally one of having the infon&ation
activity swallowed up in huge existing department structures*
The major point in favor of locating in either agency would, in
Dr. Stafford Warren's opinion, capitalise upon existing organiza-
tions to forego the growing pains of a new organisation and to
wp^^^pp^^ ^w^s w*ws* •^-^•gt^^ ^s^a» ^^*ss>s^^S'*s ^s>^ape»fr tm*^.''** "* e*"*,w* is* ** e
As stated earlier, the National Science Foundation
already has the lexai backing for establishing a Federal system*
However, many have wondered at the wisdom of making this advisory
staff*type organisation get deeply involved in a large operation
of this nature* She Crawford Report has noted that the National
Science Foundation ". . . supports operations through contracts,
grants and transfers of funds."- ^together with their basic
the Crawford Report, op* clt.. p* 54.

reluct&nce to do more, It is questionable whether it is suitable
for the proposed system*
the sourth proposal— a new Executive agency—has been
recommended in the Crawford ftepert as the best piece for meeting
the objectives of improved scientific coamanication. The
principle reason is that & high*level bureau would be able to cut
across the entire governmental organisation and to oemmialcate
more effectively with those outside the government* Ihe best
reason for not adopting such a proposal is that the Executive
Branch has too many separate organisations already sad needs
fewer, not mere* Ihis problem has been argued for years and
should not be ignored*
*
Finally* the Department concept has bmmn an Issue for
years* Without going into the other functions uhioh a department
of Science and technology would perform, it is evident that
scientific information would be an integral part* the major
objections to the other proposals would be overcome: n© previous
committments, firm operational responsibility * departmental
guidance t importance within department* the proposed Department
would naturally assume many research and development responsi-
bilities now scattered throughout the Government and would be
able to obtain the services of many experienced persons from
various Departments. Another reason in favor of this location is
* Schuyler C* Wallace* in ffforal Dfp^
t.joa (Hew Yorfci Columbiaries Of Organlza
varsity Press, ml) pTlSiL quotes the 1937 faport
the tendency of the federal admlnlstratAai g g ioa toward^ "grotese^ie
agglomeration of independent and irresponsible units* bogged
by the weight mA confusion of the whole crazy structure*"
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that a flexibility and ability for growth would bo insured; such
growth would bo discouraged if the information activity wore
directly under the President,
*
The Weinberg Report is explicit in condemning such a
proposal*
Whether bringing the Government^ total information
system under a single organisational roof would
improve communication is in the first place
conjectural $ in *xsy ease, even if the desired
improvement were thereby achieved j better management
of research and development would not automatically
follow*
*
Such a stand cannot be refuted, However there is no
serious plan which envisages *a single organisational roof**1
Objections of this sort have served to confuse many realistic
proposals, the following section will show what has really been
proposed.
Several agencies , as noted earlier, already have broad
legal powers in the scientific information area, their relation
to a new information bureau must be considered early in the
planning stage so that enacting legislation also includes
consideration of conflicting mandates. Being sound management
policy in general, some method of reconciling the programs of the
national Science Foundation, the Commerce Department, the
1 Those proposals represent a cross-section of the
choices available as to location within the Federal Government,
No one proposal is clearly superior to any other, thus* although
the writer favors a new department for the function, success
could be gained under almost any of the proposals,
^the Weinberg Report, op, clt , . pp. MM1*
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National Libraries, the Smithsonian's Science information
Exchange, and the Defense Documentation Center 9 must be made.
Admittedly the majority of department-oriented organiza-
tions must stay within the structure of their departments because
of tine absolute need to keep specialised information close to the
departmental user. Other activities are not so closely
associated with their parent departments* the Office of science
Information Service of the rational science Foundation, the
clearinghouse of Commerce, even the National Libraries are more
'•ef w%eaa^*^a vv ^e^meaesae^m^Sfr^fc^'^sfSie' jfc^s^ssv^ewpwi ^memjmifcjfm a#%s>^p o^mm ^m^mj-^s^^^r •ewfc* j#a*«#%sanmmss ^^a»
resistance to change, especially when it is viewed as unnecessary
change, la real* Loss of prerogatives, uncertainty* necessity
of re-establishing organisational relationships are principle
problems to be faced. Early consideration of possible implica-
tions of a change will help to dispel this resistance*
Professors Keents 4md O'Dennell have observed that: "When morale
la damaged by reorganisation, the fault may be ascribed to a
lack of facts and understanding m» to the nmm4 for the reorgani-
sation, m 11I-conceived organisation plan, or a staff of poorly
qualified executives .»
*
Dr. Garfield has cited, as an example, the fears held by
many librarians when the Library of Congress began a centralised
cataloging system* Since then the small library has benefitted
greatly by relief from this burden obtained through centrali-
sation. 2
Xeonts and G'Domieil, op. cit.. p. 235.




It Is not enough to state that centralisation will
*improve* scientific communication* vague promises of potential
savings often neglect the nature of humans* Perhaps the
estimates that tan or ©ore per cant of the annual federal
research and development budget could be saved are true* Since
this represents more than one billion dollars , can it be assumed
that sn improved system will save that ouch? the answer Is that
it will probably not, due to the unmeasurabillty of such savings*
While needless duplication of scientific research must
be avoided, the problem is not easily solved because not all
duplication is actually needless, rtorman f. Sail has observed
that: "when the objective is important and the solution
difficult * * * parallel endeavor by different groups may be the
only reasonable hope for an early and superior solution. «* thus
elimination of duplication cannot be a sole improvement
objective*
Elimination of some coverage duplication and the filling
In of uncovered areas of information services is perhaps a
better objective and more compatible with a centralised system*
Mr, Joshua stern, of the Senate Subcommittee on Reorganisation
and International Organisations agrees with this observation and
further believes that "the potential enhancement of the rate of
progress of research is of far greater import in the race for
mum mmni—— i urn—»—<—mmmamn > rn —m i wn m immw iii«mn « , m nm »mmi«wmi—»«»<nn<
*"Duplication of Effort, Research and Development
***>&***%* ?ctafl*Uic %mffflt t ,*!* MffjgBjM^pm Iffitf
atlon. ed. George P* Bush and Lowell H* Hattery




technological superiority en which our national security
depends* "*
In a letter to Senator Humphrey, Gerhard .?» Schucfe^
Koblen, head of information services of a coal company, cited
four gain* which would bo necessary. Although ho is in favor of
a national, rather than a Federal system, his observations are
relevant.
Such a national center would be worthy of consider-
ation, but it would have to satisfy several requirements:
1, It should be capable to process all this
information, without any gaps. It would be
insufficient to limit the collection only
to federally-supported research*
2. the material should be selected with groat
care to eliminate taay duplication of
information md repetition of known art,
3, Information should be available immediately
upon request by mail, or even by telephone,
4. Xhe system must contain facilities to
eliminate information as it becomes obsolete, 2
the prospect of the government being able to abstract a
research report just once, of making its existence known to more
potential users, and then in making the report widely available
has tremendous implications in terms of savings of not only money,
but also manpower and other resources, A 1963 survey sponsored
by the Library of Congress reported that:





j ift »i" 'ffixaHfr' i t* lyimSrm itf^Jftcm
ttee Pi
^Letter from Oerhard P. Schucfo-Kohlen, Consolidation Coal
Company, to Senator Hubert B. Humphrey, March 22, 1962, Quoted





"« numerous specialized documentation centers
have been established in Industrial organisation®.
Hie cost of this | in duplicated acquisitions
alone, la very high* and the effect on Intellectual
activities may be profound. 5
Plans of Action
At this point the question of details becomes snore
apparent* U a change is desirable, how will it be accoiss>lishe<i?
the Crawford Report am! Warren Study have been referred to
throughout this study because they fitted the systems concepts
being used, the Crawford Report, and to a leaser extent, the
warren Study, both develop their plans of -action in onm detail
than is desirable in this management approach to the scientific
information program, However, these plans do serve to bring
together many of the factors which have bwm covered thus far
and to introduce the final points concerning users* personnel,
mechanization, and costs. It is to be emphasised, however, that
the plans are presented to &*j»netr*t« the conplexiry Hhieh is
involved and not to K*ommm& the details of the plans,
me Crawford task force used the relatively new PSRX
MM to M«| m riUllllimiUM pl*u* A* shorn in Figuw
6, the plan calls for four phases of action, the first two
phases can be completed without new legislation; the latter two
cannot. Each item is completed in order from 1 to 36, Ihe
major objectives of the plan are encircled* The arrows represent
i i —in h i K.r iim iim—M—
—
mi i i hiiiwh—-—m «
.
1 «iimn ii " ihwbuhim ».> -i»i iiiii—«wn ,., i u miHiin mi n i»i>»^«»..w».i'iin ixhi umiwii—. mi li um i
£*»S iSSa* , ftSsJeiS* * V* 5 *
^$ERT§ or Program Evaluation Review Technique, wasdevelop by 'She tf*i, :.£avy for the Solaris submarine program.
It is a management tool which Introduces the time factor to

















the intordepeadeney of waists but do not represent apeelfic
lengths of trine*
the barren Study has proposed a gradual system en a
national basis* the plan proposes to limit th« content of the
system to open published scientific literature**-the scientific
journals. Or* Warren defends this tegocaroefidL&tion because of the
stability sn^ clear <&©£inition of this typo literature* An
experience la gain**! it is expected that reports and clesslfled
literature bo Included*
rssr» Warren rjecesasittisfs a five*step plan in carrying ®**t
Ilia roOOiniSfindation J
1. identify holdings and aeapisitiem pregrasas of
the major Federal libraries and professional
associations t and by a^roo^sit assign to eaoh
federal library * or other participant 9 a
portion of the list of published scientific
publications which each would contribute to
viw pool or system in tho form of tapoa or
microform, produced under acceptable
standards*
2« Foster a&reaaont between the Federal and
private scoters on standards mid for
compatible procedures for tho acquisition,
anaiysl® and coding: of seientif i.c articles in
the various disciplines*
3, ^ork toward the ultimate goal of a complete
storehouse on tapes of published periodical
literature vsusscsarie&, abstracts and
citations) which would be fed continuously by
erissting preigrasas in the Federal and private
sectors f end augmented in areas not covered
adequately* This storehouse would * * .
sjgock a network, of regional center?- » « , •
JfimdisgT-would serve as distribution points
* # « £?a£f the libraries of or&anieations
tnrougnout: rue narjuon.
4. Foster development in universities of
curricula for the education of librarians and
information scientists who would staff tine
operating units of the £iystesj7*
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5, Foster development of basic research in the
library and information sciences* including
semantic®* linguistics, philosophy, logic,
mathematics and statistics and other
disciplines bearing on the field**
lo convict the operation smd management* the barren study
jeecommstids that in place of a new agency or commission or the
addition of the responsibility to tdhe Library of Congress , the
operation of the system, Existing libraries would be continued
in their present organizations and would coordinate, as stated
above, through an Advisory coasmlttee on operations* the
neiabership of this committee would be drawn from the principle
participants in the system*
Figure 7 is a representation of the infotmatien flow in
the operation of the primary center, Ssch sattellte library
would have both Input and output with the center* Xhe centers
would communicate with each other and with users*
Such, a plan* of course* calls for cooperation with
professional societies m6, editors of scientific journals* Dr.
Warren proposes that cooperation be developed la preparation of
abstracts (by the author himself if possible) and of glossaries
covering the disciplinary interests of each journal and partid*
petler. in processing and analysis activities* Since these
organisactone would probably reject any potential threat to their
continued existence Or* Warren observes that even though material
is available in the system "groat advantages accrue to the
scholar and the student by browsing among the journals in the
stacks and library shelves* *2
ii
- nu;iir ii mi rr~ , , t i f i - i - -n-- * n - - . "- r - r - 1 " i i i "ii ~- -iiTTI'
*The Warren Study* op^ els* , pp* 5-6* 2JM&» P» 25*
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Figure 7.— Information Flow, Input and Output Examples of
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aSource: U.S., The White Rouse, Office of the Special
Assistant to the President for Mental Retardation, Proposal:
The National Library of Science System and Network for the




Four important considerations must also be taken into
account in developing a system of this nature* dimply it is
the problem of who does what, with what resources, for whoa, and
for how much* These are the user, personnel , mechanisation
and cost factors, each will be taken in order and be fitted
into the general scheme of the recommended Information system*
Users
The most important side of the infcreation triangle
oust always be the user* The administrator and provider of
Informatics* are essential, but they must take the position that
the system mast fit the user and not the reverse* Infonsetion
is not being stored for its own sake* It sust be channeled to
users in an efficient manner* Helen Brownson, in reporting on
this subject observed!
* * * study of the information requirement* of
scientists is difficult, for the communication of
scientific information is extremely complex*
Speeds vary with the subject field, the type of
research, the availability of information
services and source materials, geographical
situation, and differences in human abilities*
In fact, the needs of a single individual may
vary from time to time, depending on his current




needs of scientists and their conscious or
expressed noods may ho quito different. 7
iCo this end, John Costelle insisted that 'members of the
user pup should bo involved in opfltUnst phases."* Such
e procedure will not only facilitate the transition phase, hut
will give greater identification to the system by the user* this
merely attacks one of the major problems at the source* the
scientist-*or any one else*-becomes suspicious of someone who is
trying too i*ard to help.
Another point in favor of developing the assistance of
the User was stated by Simon Newman, a documentation consultant
who has boon Involved in the field for over thirty years 5
• » * no user* no matter how sophisticated he may
be, oaks the question to which he wants an answer;
instead, he asks the question ho thinks the system
can answer*3
lb have a truly useful system infermatlon must not only
flow to the user l it must flow from the user «md inio the stream
of scientific thought.
Aside from getting the scientist to appreciate his
information source more there is the vexing problem of catering
to the spectrum of t*m*&%* An experienced man will tend to ask
different questions than the novice, two equally experienced




mm < in 11 m il . 11 1 11—1—.I—a n i. wmii-nii«,«nw ii mtumnw—wmwii h i i i hh ih iiih ih www—— i < i—mmn—wxwiw n i —mum——
"Documentation Wmm&a of Scientists,** information
Mmasomont . $£**$&£•• &*• *&t P* '7.
2costcllo, oo. «U, « p. 13.
*«Economic Justification-Factors Establishing System
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arrive at different conclusions. Samuel Alexander, of tfte
Hationai Bureau of Standards, has also observed that the working
scientist Is oftan moving from on© discipline to another, may
be working at the frontier of hi* specialty, and is looking for
•pacific information.*
the process does not stop onca a specific question is
answered, Bfe V, s. Xouloukian, a Purdue University thercao~
physicist* has observed that, in real situations * a series of
qoaotions and answers flow until tha satisfactory question is
asked and an answer received, 2
A 1963 survey made for tha Library of Oon^roas reached
the ftonmlitalan that:
tha library of tha future should bo one that
actively participates by predicting the areas for
which information vill be needed and in minimising
the time the user swat spend in ascertaining
pertinence of library materials to his special
interests.
3
What can the scientist expect from tha sy^t^saf What
restraints oust be drawn to keep the system manageable?
Several of tin© more important needs of scientists are:
1. Current information about who is doing what*
2. Information on meeting*
3. tlighar editorial standards for primary
journals.
. Acmess to gevernmens reports.
5* Access to patent literature*
*The Pweinsfci iieeriii&a* op* olt*. p* 86,
3!ttng etal., oj^jg&t*, ?• 5«
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6* Access to information on negative results*
provided ^scy ere obtained under proper
^p*wfm? ji t >cwns a
7* A central source of reprinta or $hote~
copies of Journal papers*
B« Better translation services*
9 m A searching service**
the list can be continued* But the mere listing tarings to
attention the problem of constraints* of asking &o m*ch of a
systccn that its coats become prohibitive* Store the isena&ament
of the system ssist establish priorities and exercise restraints*
the best answer to the probiesa is for consultation with the
users, Ihey can best develop priorities on what they nee4*
In tills regard* Watson Davis has saade an incisive
observation on this very human problems
Scientists are such saodest and undeeandins
individuals that they overlook the possibility of
utilising the marvelous eesmxnication devices
that science 9Xk& technology have created* 'v$aen a
researcher is "hot* after mn idea* he should
search for the facts and ln£omation that he needs
tjherevar they miaht be found* He should pick up
the telephone m&t if necessary* talk across the
continent or across the oceans to the f&ree or
four colleagues who knot,' what he is trying to do
and who could possibly help him in his research, 2
Personnel
If the user is the reason for the system at ail, it
reusing for the user to be provided with information by others*
these others, who have been identified in this section as
"personnel, are known by taany titles* the following list of
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In addition to these newer titles the sore familiar ones, such as
librarian or researcher, are also used*
Hie problems of obtaining, training, and developing tfoe
Manpower to staff a new information system of the scone
envisioned runs into several limiting factors* Two of the more
important ares (1) the need for duality of competence* and (2)
the methods of training to be utilised* These two factors will
M^^e* »weewwe*!iifc^^^*w^-» *^ks*p ^"Aw^» m* ^^*e/™^ww ^swyMJe ^e^w^w •*•s^^sei*^'' et
The simple fact remains that scientists will not use a
service if unqualified personnel are his link with lt« Therefore
it is essential to employ people who can understand the needs of
»
mtd can communicate with* the user*
the warren study contains the observation that?
Professionals in this field are in very short
supply* and only a few universities have yet
established curricula which can provide contpetent
specialists in sufficient numbers* 1
the method of meeting this problem will* in a large way, determine
the quality of the system* This raises an immediate question.
«——
»
» «imnn i ii imu n in—»«———»»>«——»»«»»——«»». i Mi l l m—w———1.W H i i n ———um l *——~—mm, i. ii i m miwiwi——
»
1 The barren Study* oo^ dt*. p. 21.

HShould personnel be science-trained, InforK&tion*trained* or both,
«nd is what order? It has been the experience of many Chat there
la just no ready source of personnel of this type and in the
necessary numbers graduating from our schools. Consequently
professional standards have not yet developed* Dennis Fuleaton*
Seed of the Inforsaation Division of the £rookUav<m National
Laboratory, has written:
It la a sac fact that at this time very few of
the people who are filling these positions as beat
they can have been trained specially for this work*
Some are scientists who have* generally from a
sense of duty, abandoned their research to fill
positions which had to be filled, * , , Others are
librarians by training* who do not have the 4m«p
scientific background to comprehend fully the
problems of the scientist seeking information*
Others are administrator® *?ith no trainIns i**
^^wpwes^^™e'm* ^^^aim*^i^P'O^B*'^e 'j^is* ov^^*eeiHi' w^a* mi™weeiiee'eimii3B^ e
the question of competence In two or more specialties
invariably leads to the question of compensation and the status
of information activity as a profession as opposed to active
research, Resolution of the problem is beat attacked by
educating atnd upgrading the information profession*
The answer la not in training more or better librarians*
Although this type of training is needed, it should not be
confused with the active function which is required in scientific
information systems, or* Eugene Garfield testified that as late
as 1963 there were only "two institutions that have a program
*Letter from Dennis Puleston. Erookhaven National
Laboratory* to Senator Hubert H. Humphrey . March 30, 1962*




that begins to even approtu&i the curriculum nailed for information
identlsta*"* He intimates daat as long as these programs a**
associated with library training tJ*ay will miffor* What is
33«#Sadt DBi Carfield concludes, is for major universities to
•• • . establish am information science program which unites ail
the interdisciplinary facets of the probiesj-*eempu*etfs t
linguistics
,
philosophy end mathematics* library science* commu-
nications f sociology, etc*"2
In 1962 the President 1 s toe science advisort ftp* Jerome
wtts&e*, pot the solution of the problem in a clear light when
he said that some of our beet scientific talent must be
this *?ill Involve some diversion of scarce, high
quality technical manpower to the information
task; but it will greatly enhance the effective*
nee* of the entire scientific and engineering
Lty*
The process of education of the Information scientist—
and the user himself—is now a major stumbling block to the
^j^^e^p s^Wp»epjj^^wweee%w v^^e s^^e^o*ee e*ee*s a#»ee**^*mi*>ss <fcarsss^^o(k*—^seeiiss^Wpe
^^jf *^ es^^^mw^e^ ••-e^w -tejpw^j^o*^^ w^^^
ment will take time; but as Dennis Fuleston wrote s
'1th • • • a well-rounded background and training
»
the professional stems, and the appropriate
emoluments to go with it. I believe that the
profession of Technical Information Specialist will
be one sought after by many promising young persons
with scientific leanings and abilities. Only in
this way eon our country hope to meet the heavy and
*U*e Sfcdnski Hearings, op. (git,, p, Z$Q* these
institutions**both in Philadelphia—are the University of
Pennsylvania school of Electrical Engineering and the Orexel
Institute of Technology*
»H» itapta* Ifcariag., op. It.. P. 32.
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«V<8*VgJBOWi4EI6 demands Of OUT national SdeSftCe atld
technology programs for the rapid and efficient
ooeaauaicetioo of tecigiicai inforRi2vtion #
*
Mechanisation
tho iatro<$action of computers into scientific infoma*
tien handling has bem both a blessing and a cur?©* Use often
those unfamiliar with the deep~roetsod difficuitlc* which have
been encountered assume that: the computer with lt» ability to
store vacfc amounts of data la waiting on the shelf to be ordered*
true* computers are available for certain applications* However,
as Herbert A, Slssten and Allen ffewell, in writing of the relation-
ship of management to computers In general, have observed*
Pattern recognition, a crucial process In handling
poorly structured problems and an essential element
In flexible perception of a "raw* external environment
is at present a aaior bottleneck In mechanisation, it
appears as a particularly serious difficulty in
information retrieval systems, where pattern
recognition generally turns out to be tho saost
eagtensive part of tfce entire process. Pattern
recognition is an active arena of fundamental and
applied research tut it is exceedingly difficult at
this sjosjent to assess "shat developments are most _
premising and what tho timetable is likely to be*2
Xhe problem then is not in retrievins information but
in setting it adequately stored, Shis Is the process of
indexing, arranging, classifying, m& coding* John It, Pierce
Dennis Puleston, ej^jg^t. , p# 216.
2ttHhat Have Computers to Do with Management?" jManaaemsnt
<^a^frftftjLoo and the Computer , cd* George P. sehultz and Thomas
Whisler (Chicago! Hie Free Press of Giencoc, III*, 1*60), Fart
II, p. 60*

uhas observed that " information cannot be stored unless it
id in machine-readible form.***
Of prime importance at the planning stage is restraint In
regard to mechanisation* Management must ovoid the danger of
selecting the wrong machinery for the wrong purpose,
John Costello has laid down four excellent principles
regarding mechanization, to paraphrase, theae principles are;
1* Select atfulpment only after a fundamental
philosophical system has been selected.
2* Require a complete study of the economics of
mechanisation versus other means. She gains
in service » speed* accuracy and efficiency
attst be clearly shown*
3* Require accurate cost <Sata on the computer
system* Study such nan-computer, mechanical
punched cards or optical-coincidence cards
as either substitute or ancillary to a
oosajsiter system*
4, Design the system to fulfill system objectives*
Computer salesmen* svsteaa^ammers* and
programmers nave *n many instances catiseo
revisions be made to fit a certain computer
system* thm system should not stray from the
specifications which were set up for the best
possible service to the user**
these Important points underline tfoe admonition which
was contained in the Weinberg Report:
Administrators and doeumontallsta will have to Improve
their fcraep of modem information-handling technology
so that they do not look upon elaborate and expensive
computers as magical panaceas for their information*
handling woes*"
«—x—w———»—» i ' mi iik—«*wi «i i m i m i m i hi——ii ii ' nw imn i i .——i—fc-^a—i! iii i «—«—*)i m i n i i win—on—,
<?OTPStf,ffy ftl ,1f**l ItfWW > *Pt <!*» <*• •* *>• 3°Z*
2®*atello, CTtn..fty*» PJ>* 18-19*




Improvements are inevitable* Therefore any existing
•ystern must be able to adapt to new information handling
techniques. One promising Improvement has been suggested by
Herbert A. Simon, Noting the bottleneck involved in converting
existing books into computer-usable form, the logical solution
would be to link magnetic tape to the linotype machine used to
print the book originally. The congestion is by-passed and the
text is available for retrieval of information, and not merely
an index* 1 Once on tape, the information can be transposed,
abstracted, indexed, and distributed*
the problem of storing vast amounts of textual material,
we are told, Is close to solution. In a recent article in
Fortune concerning computers It was reported:
there is also likely to be a sharp increase in the
capacity of slower*access external memories,
corresponding roughly to reference libraries;
these contain tables, programs, and data that can
be used when needed but are not filed in high-speed
memory* Currently, a large external memory may
contain 100 million bits or more, stored on
magnetic tapes or on special devices consisting of
metal disks, from which information can be
extracted through pickup units like the playing
arms of jukeboxes* A short-term objective is to
Increase this sort of memory to about a trillion
bits, enough Information to fill a thousand sets
of the Encyclopedia Brltanniea* Some Investigators
are already looking beyond that to capacities 10,000
times greater, holding more information than is








In regard to costs, Dr. Eugene Garfield has said:
The average scientific report represents thousands
of dollars of taxpayer money, the cost of making this
information readily accessible Is infinitesimal
compared to its original cost, which is increasing
simply because an insufficient percentage of budgeting
Is devoted to science information and communication.
However, as with any other problem, once the problem
is Identified one oust then consider the cost of the
solution, if a solution is available, end who will
pay for it* 1
Inevitably the question of cost will determine the
extent of the system. Benefits to be gained from the system
must be matched against dollars, figure 3 shows the wEconomics
of Retrieval'1 and measures effectiveness against cost.








'Source t U,S, f Senate, Committee €m Government
Operations,
information! A study o
t^JaM.m« U«7T£?
id Sess*, June 23,
l the Pueinski Hearings, op, clt .. p # 228.
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Benefits rise mor* quickly than costs until a certain point*
Then the benefit curve starts to flatten and the cost per unit
of effectiveness rises quickly* The optimum point of cost
effectiveness occurs whan the benefits and coats curves are
furthest apart.
Unfortunately, there is no objective way to measure
effectiveness. The closest we can cos* now is to reckon present
costs, estimate effectiveness , and estimate the cost of improving
the system taking into account the economic considerations
evident from Figure 8 V above*
Several sets of cost figures are available with the
reports previously mentioned. A meaningful comparison is not
possible because of the parameters, limitations* and services
which have been imposed on each system. However, a brief review
of the various available studies will provide a frame of
reference and enable some tangible cost factors to be examined
and compared*
In a study completed for the Library of Congress in
1963, it was estimated that, for a fully automated system, the
cost would be as follows:
Procurement Costs $28.3 million
Conversion Costs
.JL*3
Total One Time Cost $31.6
Annual Operating Cost
-
for a typical Year $4.S 1
XKing et^al.
,
gj>>„glt. , p. 32*

The study estimates that total obligations incurred
between 1962 end 1972 will amount to $320*5 million without
automation smd £352.2 million with automation. Thus onee the
basic installation oost is paid for, the system costs mo more
than a manual system but is expected to Improve service tremen-
dously. However, the Library of Congress is only one library and
its function is fairly well-defined, It would not perform the
service expected of a Federal scientific Information system*
Although the Crawford group presented the most detailed
conversion plan yet available , the report played down cost factors
considerably* Hie aim of the system was to provide clearinghouse
capabilities in five distinct areas i (1) planned end active
research and development effortsi (2) results of research and
development work; (3) retrospective search and retrieval services;
(4) coordination of access to all Federally-supported information
activities; mud (5) scientific and technical meetings. 3
Estimating that activity would expand over two to four
years, the report summarised annual costs'* as follows!
Government-wide direction and review $ 150,000
Scientific Information systems research 350,000
Agency-vide direction and control 1,500,000
Information operations in agencies 30,000,000
Information operations of contractors 20,000,000
Oovernment-wide clearinghouse services JLifi2&a028
Tbtal Estimated Increase in Level
of Annual Support $60,000,000
*The Crawford Report, op. cit. , ppm 47-9. 2xfrl<3 . » p*5%
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the Warren group has provided a detailed budget £or the
first siss years of its secommsnded system* Although the system
envisaged covers only the published journal literature* its cost*
are not inconsiderable* table 4 la a listing of these projected
cost??* The first three years are taken for organising* planning,
desiring, conferring, pilot progr^asiing, and education and
research programs}, plus the construction of the first regional
centers, the second three years represent the operational costs
of the service, averaging slightly more than $60 million a year.
In discussing cost factors there comes a time when
alternative methods saist be chosen through aoae dee4sio»~making
process * Computer simulation has been used increasingly in
business by a program which "accepts detailed description of the
operating performance, costs, and interrelationship of all compo-
nents in £ proposed system. "^ the system la projected over a
several year period to enable computation of estimated operating
costs | equipment requirements and costs, and personnel needed to
operate the system* Bourne and Ford have shown the usefulness of
the computer in integrating the many components and interrelation*
ships which could not be considered without machine assistance*
m ii v* mutmmmmmi»m*imammmm*m**><*liim»mim*mmm''mmamii»iimmr0mm»*iimmK
*1hi* entire section is based on an article by C« F*
Bourne and P. F* Ford, "Cost Analysis and Simulation Procedures
for the Valuation of Larae Information Systems, « American,
vammm&m* w* *>• 2 (April m*), pP* uz~*9*
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Table 4.—Warren Study. Tentative Budget for National Library
of Science System*
(In $ Millions)








































10.0 27.75 84.5 122.25













64.5 70.0 52.0 186.5
aSource: U.S., The White House, Office of the Special
Assistant to the President for Mental Retardation, Proposal ;
The National Library of Science System and Network for the
Published Scientific Literature , May 1964 (mimeosraphed ) , p. 35.
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In the example contained la the article, two systems ere
compared. the simulation procedure involves four steps
s
1. Formal description of candidate system in
which input time and coat data, interrelation*
ships* and constants are stated*
2. Computation of estimated monthly operating
costs*
3* Representation of monthly costs as a single
cost figure.
4. Extension of the analysis to siany different
operating conditions.
It is the last step which provides interesting comparative
cost data* Hve system example* for instance* compared differing
inputs with a varying number of searches pmr month* !Xhe annual
cost was obtained for each condition* Table 5 is a partial
listing of the figures obtained from the simulation model* In
this model it can be seen that the economies of scale hold up
until the 1000/1000 Input/Volume rates are exceeded* this
compares with the economics of retrieval graph shown on pm$B 86*
Table 5.— Equivalent Uniform Annual Operating Costs*
(In $ thousands per ym*x)
aHBMMMMHMMCMMMMOMWMMM*^^
, mukJ&amJammM mSm^S^SmSi -
Input Kate Alternative 1 Alternative 2
.ii.UMiiililllll—»«»«»«»——«———»«., i lllWi—III —OIW—««——*——«»——« nil. W—Xl—M l .m »M i 1— , |«W—»—
(Items/Mo,) 1 1000 100000 1 1000 100000
1 168*4 188*6 347*4 167*6 168,2 413.7
1000 188*6 188*7 347*5 168.3 168*9 414,4
100000 379.6 379*8 537*9 303,3 304.0 550.6
»l m i ii i i mi h i i ii imiiiiih -i rr -m»i T - r'l linn nn i i T h i i i ii |-ii»m n i I— i —<»
•Source i C«F* Bourne and D.F, Ford* "Cost Analysis and
Simulation Procedures for the Evaluation of targe Information
>*" America^ Documentation * XV* Ho, 2 (April 1964)* p, 148,

nThe simitation method is not a computer room curiosity;
it is useful and it has boon tested in actual application* Such
a management tool would be Indispensable to the detailed planning
phases of the Federal system and would aid Immeasurably in
selection of the best system at the most favorable cost*
there comes a realisation that in many ways costs cannot
be measured* How can the commodity "knowledge" be subjected to a
cost accounting? will the scientist be likely to share credit
with an information center after making an important discovery?
It la not at all certain that he should; after all, it is still
the creative ability of the scientist which leads to discovery*
Lowell Hattery has observed that: **Coat evaluation should
take into account the penalties attached to lack of information
as well as the values of the information program provided." 1
the difficulties of sseasurlng coats was attacked from a slightly
different standpoint by Simon K* Kewjuan who questions coat
accounting procedures because output cannot be computed**
In order to provide the necessary service, on a limited
budget, and to prevent unwanted expansion of service, the system
must have a strict set of controls. Controls can permit collec-
tion of necessary statistical data for management evaluation of
service 9 economics , and programs*
I* op* alt* » Ch* 1,
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Jtehn Cestelie has listed some of the data which would be
useful, Armed with the following information, raanagement will be
in a better position to control costs isnd operations?
1* Psalter of searches conducted.
2« Individuals and groups for wiiieh searches were
conducrreti
,
3* Search times required*
4* Volume of input*
5. Details of "peek and valley" effects in receipt
and input of material,
6» Indexing t±nes for documents by type*
7, optti of Indexing of individual documents by type*
8, Volume of material received by source*
S. Input lag time (the tine which elapses between
receipt of a document and its being accessible
through the indent.
10* Ejection rate ter source and reasons (total
number of documents)*
•:^uality control must also enter into consideration. A
useful system will affect costs through better management,
Greening standards for input ms& removal should be
based on the premise that the system is designed to
provide for recall and reuse of informatlon, not
merely to serve as a warehouse or mausoleum for ail
documents that have ever been written**
In summary* it is possible to see that the way these four
operational «onsid«rstio**s are handled in inaugurating a Federal
scientific information system will larejeiy determine its success
or failure. It is submitted that these factors are merely exten*
slons of a well-planned system* If the systems approech has been
strictly controlled, the proposed network will have a head start
to success* Hie complexities of tiie entire operating system can-
not be foreseen; but each pitfall which management can avoid will
contribute to user satisfaction, staff morale, useful service,
and effieiont operation*
1Costollo* op„,* .cjt** p. 17. 2mA*

su^MAitt and cmtcwnms
the preceding page* have presented a variety of arguments
both for and against the centralisation of scientific information
management. Several general conclusion© can be reached on this
probleo en which t&ere can be little dispute, Itoeae points are
as follows:
* e aMfcewwe*^^ afctwp" we sea^^Heaeinwa'ee'H^™*w a*^*' eae*wii[^^wwssiif *ssfe ^^w*w^ s**ew^epfre
concerning the division of responsibility
among scientist* inforxaatlon provider > and
manager, f&etion is caused, by many factors
^stinderstandin^j and siisinte^tpretatlon of
notives*
2* this sxlsunderatandtng is part of a larger
problem which exists between science and
3. the involvement of the Federal Government
in science and research mud development trill
continue to be a aajor consideration in any
s»ve toward improvement of scientific
communication*
4* Management of plana tm^ operations is
essential to continued support of any infor*
nation activity* the inability to accurately
«**a3ure the value of information makes it
imperative that the service be well-orsaniaed,
efficiently directed, end properly staffed,
3, Hechaniaation is an cjctraraely iisportant
consideration but oust not overshadow the
other important manageraant decisions




Thane general WMPts state acme universal truths about organi-
sation end management end serve to prove an Important but not
always remembered fact! scientific information activity is a*
susceptible to management methods as any other organization*
Failure to accept this fact has delayed the inevitable start
toward its in^rovement*
the following recommendations are submitted as being
practical yet progressive, possible yet advanced, beneficial yet
affordable* Various suggestions have been mentioned in regard to
the question of what services are to be performed* the Crawford
task force recommended that virtually all scientific literature
be included in a comprehensive network* Integration of all
phases of science information««*reports , books, meetings—is Just
too venturous for the state of the art of Information retrieval
at this time* She following plan takes the limitations of
technology into account, strikes a balance between the visionary
mid the practical, md views the implementation procedures as the
foundation for a progressive addition of newer functions to the
system over a long period of time* thus the systems approach,
which has progressed from a statement of problems, now is at the
stage vhore some solution proposals are to be formulated* Many
of the ideas have been documented elsewhere in this paper and the
literature of the field* the major difference between these
recommendations is in the degree of centralisation mnA the extent
of the services which will be provided by the system,
the following steps are considered essential to the
of the proposed system*

I. Establish an organization within the Federal Governssnt
Which Mould have a specific responsibility to Integrate the
o: -.,!'a 1 NrttffM&flfl coounlc^tiott NPtffM fcl*roushout wiiole
governasnt. the inforsistlon agency would have the respon-
sibility to start planning, research, and developorat f and
-**-:--* * - * »^^- ** * s * a-. *- Sgj| **• c** *, ^jr*- w-*r- * % j| '^.j' v *jV-s •*«%?£•* ^ ^ I *•**• - £ ** *•"*
procedures would be isa£>le*cnse«l through the assistance of
scientists, technologists, librarians > information scientists,
and adnsinistr&tors*
St Establish a pilot system which would include a well-
literature of physic© and biology is laore defined than the
nodical or engineering disciplines and would he a hotter
starting? point* this view is accepted; also there is a need
tso start setetwhege* Precaution saist he taken to perolt the
phase-in of other disciplines at early stages end to prevent
rigidity mid everenphaslis of any one science, the pilot
progress would create pools of information at specified
locations and initiate the necessary eojanunicatiens links
between centers* it would build onto existing centers to
aikft use of experienced personnel* A major early aim would
be to prevent duplication of abstracting *ad indexing
efforts among jsany centers, the Journal literature would be
the first to be centralized to be followed as soon as
possible by all other ferns of scientific eomaunlcation,
the organizational concept, then, is to centraliae authority
for plans and policy, but to keep the actual operation of
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existing centers decentralize. Standards would be made at
the top and strictly enforced*
3. Make information «*allahl« to the user through such
Aggressive laeans as, automatic distribution of n*w informal
tlon to registered usmrs, expedited service, retrospective
searches, identification of other scientists who ere working
on a particular #rea of research through an automatic system.
Aggressiveness would extend to proven sales techniques in
order to get the customer (user) interested in the product
(information). Feedback of ueer reaction, wishes and
desires would be encouraged and then seriously considered*
*, Continue working toward national and international
systems especially in such areas as linguistics f automatic
translation, mechanisation , and information science.
In theory such a plan, although simply stated, is neither
simple nor unobtainable* It is only a matter of time, the writer
believes, before the question* which have been posed In this
neper are answered* Borepean countries have had a head start en
the centralisation of their scientific information because t (1)
«iey could not afford the needless waste which this country
endures; and (2) they view centraliaation as a reasonable
blessing and not as a dangerous intrusion. Although it cannot be
proven that other countries make better use of their own—and
our—information, enough evidence is available to sake us wonder,
the burden of research and development, in space, in
defense weapons, in oceanography, in medicine, and in all science
is reaching a critical point, Zf seme method of curbing this
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growth is not found, this country may start to lose Its supremacy
In more than a few areas* It is easy to dismiss the European
sains in science conrjunieations as being consistent with their
wore centralised political systems* However, lower death rates in
Seandanavia and spectacular Russian exploits in space are not
isolated examples. It is realised that centralised science
communication is no universal panacea for all our waste and
Inefficiency and that science alone cannot cure other pressing
social and moral issues, However, since our haphazard methods
have not werfeed, perhaps it is time to change $&<$. to better
organise the Kation9 s information efforts. If the system falls
there will still be many beneficial slde~effacts free a critical
examination of our «hoie Information structure,
There is a final argument in favor of continuins the
esdLstisis systam which should be discarded. It is often said that
ear scientific information system is too vast and would cost too
much to ever be centralised, A reply to such a conclusion would
be that since we have such a problem now we had better not wait
much longer; for delay will make the ultimate system even more
difficult to organise,
The major problem at hand was clearly stated ever four
hundred and fifty years ago by Piccolo Mechlsvelil, In Xhe Pffoqet
It must be considered tflaat there is nothing more difficult
to carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor more
dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new order of
things. For the reformer has enemies in all those who
profit by *ta* old order, and only lukewarm defenders in
all those who would profit by the new order , , , T
*$, trans, Iuigi Riccl with
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